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PREFACE 
I was introduced to Western literary Orientalism as after obtaining 
my M.A. in English I was appointed Project Fellow of the UGC Major 
Research Project entitled: Image of Islam and the Orient in English 
Literature (Romantic Period), with Professor A.R. Kidwai as Principal 
Investigator, Department of English, A.M.U. Although there are a few 
studies which survey Orientalism in Romantic period but no study has 
been made so far on Thomas Moore's Orientalism. Moore's stupendous 
success as an Oriental poet during his time and his neglect in the present 
times intrigued me and prompted me to embark on this topic. 
In the present study I have tried to study Thomas Moore from 
Oriental point of view. The Orient and the East are synonymous in the 
present study. The terms like the ' Saracen', 'Turk', 'Arab' or the 
'Mahommedan' mean the Orientals or Muslims. Likewise the West 
signifies Christianity or the 'Occident'. 
In the Western Literary Orientalism the representation of Islam and 
the Orient is often marred by prejudice and distortion. Moore like Byron 
approached the Orient with much larger sympathies and a better 
understanding, as is evident from his dexterous use of Oriental diction, 
his use of Oriental similes and his portrayal of the Oriental characters. 
The present study is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 serves as 
an introduction, as it provides a general background of the representation 
of the Orient in English Literature. It surveys the history of literary 
Orientalism from the days of the Crusades until Moore's time. This study 
shows how the Romantics surmounted the age-old prejudices and 
conventions. Chapter 2 makes a general assessment of Moore's Oriental 
works. It contains thematic appreciation of Moore's Oriental works and 
their contemporary reception. Chapter 3 is about Moore's employment of 
Oriental diction. This chapter involves the task of locating and listing the 
words of Oriental origin and followed by Moore's treatment of each 
word in terms of its accuracy, aptness and the overall effect it lends to the 
poem. Chapter 4 deals with Moore's use of Oriental similes which 
invests his poems with an Oriental content and context. It also examines 
how these images help him portray a vivid picture of the Orient. Chapter 
5 is concerned with Moore's Oriental characters, examining how far they 
rise above the conventional Oriental stereotype. Chapter 6 contains the 
concluding remarks and the Appendix provides a Bibliography of 
Moore's Oriental reading. 
My keen interest in the representation of the Orientals led me to 
write an article on " Image of Islam and the Muslims in the Post -
Independent Indo-English Fiction". This article will appear in the 
forthcoming edited book Stranger than Fiction: Image of Islam and 
Muslims in English Literture . which is to be published by A.P.H. 
Pulications, New Delhi. In collaboration with my supervisor Professor 
A.R. Kidwai I also compiled a Bibliography of the translations of the 





REPRESENTATION OF THE ORIENT IN 
ENGLISH LITERATURE 
The contact of the Christian West with the Muslim East 
can be traced as far back as the seventh century A.D. when 
Islam spread far outside the Arabian peninsula and conquered 
n^ost of the land, from China in the far East to Spain in the 
West. At first it was in the spirit of defensive hostility that the 
West tended to look at the East but with the defeat of 
Christendom on both military and theological fronts this 
defensive hostility took the shape of an offensive. The 
Crusades during the medieval period (1096-1271), were an 
attempt through military offensive to recover the lost glory of 
the Christian West. But these efforts turned out to be 
unfruitful in terms of both military success and religious 
conversion. 
To counter the threat of Islam and its expanding horizons 
it became imperative for the medieval polemicists to give an 
exaggerated and hostile picture of Arabs and Islam. The 
Crusaders and Western travellers on their return home 
presented accounts that had little fact and much distorted 
image of the Oriental people and their culture. This point is 
further highlighted by Edward Said who writes that such 
prejudiced accounts were a direct result of the spread of Islam 
over large part of the world at the beginning of the fourteenth 
century, a threat which represented "a lasting trauma"' to the 
Europeans. 
The image of Islam and the Orient formed by the 
Christian West has been a quite disturbing one, an image 
which persisted until the mid eighteenth century. The picture 
of the "Saracen" that we get from the medieval writings is a 
combination of the fantastic and the absurd. As Meredith 
Jones observes "The occidental conception of Mahomet and 
his teachings came more from literary sources than from 
actual observations of the Moslem peoples... usually writers 
(Mathew Paris, for instance) drew on obscure or second-hand 
sources, and the result is a combination of a very little fact 
and much imagination of a very biased character." 
The polemicists of those times presented an incoherent 
picture of Islam and its Prophet. Meredith Jones points out 
that " The medieval poet's conception of Islam was based on 
ecclesiastical authorities, whose interest it was to disfigure 
the beliefs and customs of the infidels".^ Bede, in his 
Ecclesiastical History. considered the Saracens as 
"unbelievers of not more than ordinary ferocity."** Instigated 
by the war propaganda the returning travellers and crusaders 
supplied the English public with distorted stories and legends 
about the Orient. Reiterating this point Smith says that "Islam 
and Muslims had to appear in them [stories and legends] as 
dangerous enemies, and the prophet Mohammed as an equally 
dangerous, imposture."^ 
Thus a stereotyped image of the Saracen emerged on the 
literary horizon which was easily taken on by the songs and 
epic writers of the time. Meredith Jones gives an interesting 
example of this conventional type of Saracen that was 
repeated endlessly in the Chansons de Geste: 
[Saracens are] evil people, they 
spend their lives in hating and 
mocking at Christ and in destroying 
His Churches. They are the children 
of the author of all evil, the Devil: 
like their ancestpr, they hate God 
and are constantly placing 
themselves under the protection of 
Satan.... They are frequently 
presented as physical monstrosities; 
many of them are giants, whole 
tribes have horns on their heads, 
others are black as devils. They rush 
into battle making weird noises 
comparable to the barking of dogs. 
They are intensely emotional and 
excitable people, readily giving way 
to tears of joy and anger, always 
going from one emotional extreme 
to another. Socially they are 
embodiment of all foul practices • 
Thus they use slaves, they eat their 
prisoners, they buy and sell their 
womenfolk; and they practice 
polygamy .... ^ 
Islam is projected as a corrupt form of Christianity and 
is described as an invention of Prophet Muhammad. Dante's 
treatment of Muslims and of Prophet Muhammad in Divine 
Comedy is in line with this view. In the Inferno Prophet 
Muhammad and his cousin Ali appear as the sowers of seeds 
of discord, scandal and schism, very deep in ninth circle of 
Hell. The same conception of Prophet Muhammad and the 
Muslims is reflected in the early English romances and 
cyclical plays. The Muslims or the "Saracens" as they were 
then called are conceived of as pagans and Muhammad as their 
god. This is to be expected, of course, since this conception is 
part of the European tradition and since early English 
literature was, to a large extent imitative of the more 
flourishing French tradition. In the thirteenth century Matthew 
Paris circulated in England distorted ideas about Islam and the 
Orient. Later, John Lydgate (1370-1451) presented a false 
account of Muhammad's life and doctrine in The fall of 
Princes which was based on Boccaccio's De Casibus 
Illustrium Virorum. Lydgate's attitude is reflected in the very 
title of over a hundred lines of poetry, "Off Machomet the fals 
Prophete and how he beying dronke was devoured among 
swyn". In this work Lydgate incorporates most of the fantastic 
and absurd legends about Muhammad that were in circulation 
in his times. 
Travel books also played a vital role in popularizing a 
false and distorted image of the Orient. The Travels of Sir 
John Mandwille in the fourteenth century was a further 
addition to the stock of highly imaginative and false 
information about the Orient. The Travels remained widely 
read among the writers and the reading public of the period 
inspite of its being full of error and prejudice. Mandwille 
reasons that the Prophet Muhammad prohibited the drinking of 
wine after he had slaughtered a Christian hermit while being 
drunk. Another popular work of medieval period Piers 
Plowman by William Langland (C.1330-C.1386) is imbued 
with the same false stories of Prophet Muhammad being a 
cardinal who flees from Rome after he failed to become Pope 
and in Arabia he revolts against Christianity to become the 
Prophet of a new dogma. 
The use of Oriental material in Chaucer 's Canterbury 
Tales is humorous and ironic. In "The Squire 's Tale" Chaucer 
represents the Orient as the dominion of fairy land, he makes 
references to magic rings, talismans, the fairy land, magic 
horses and to the despotic Oriental monarch " Cambyuskan". 
"Man of Law's Tale" is reflective of Chaucer 's negative and 
stereotyped views about Muslims and the Orient. It depicts the 
Orient as a land of hostility and the Muslims as the agents of 
the devil. To substantiate his point Chaucer introduces the 
characters of Constance and Sultana. In this tale the Muslim 
Sultana is presented as the embodiment of the devil, and the 
Christian Constance, on the contrary is presented as the 
embodiment of innocence , Byron Porter Smith says that 
"Chaucer takes sides not because he was a staunch Christian, 
but because he was following a literary tradition"^ - a 
tradition of misrepresenting the Orient, its people and 
culture. 
The misrepresentation of the Orient in English literature 
continued in the Renaissance period. The Renaissance 
witnessed important political changes which further affected 
the relations between the Orient and the West. In 1453, 
Constantinople passed into the hands of the Ottoman Turks 
and until the seventeenth century " the Ottoman peril hung 
n 
over Europe". The Ottoman armies had beleaguered Europe 
from the mid fourteenth century until the seventeenth century, 
when finally the Treaty of Vienna (1683) and Treaty of 
Karlowitz (1699) were signed between the Turkish and 
European rulers. This Turkish threat terrorized the Christian 
West and was seen as the most "deadly danger".^ Writers 
historians, preachers pamphleteers and the travellers revived 
the age-old hostility by resorting to the old images and 
legends about the Orient. The new image of the Turk reflected 
his cruelty, his violence and his paganism. 
Men of letters like Robert Burton, Thomas Dekker, 
Henry King and Francis Bacon belong to the group of arm 
chair travellers who saw the Orient in their mind's eye and 
through strange seas of thought. This group expressed 
opinions filled with prejudice. On the other hand were the 
travellers who actually visited the Orient and spoke from 
personal experience like, Fynes Moryson, Thomas Coryat, 
William Lithgow, George Sandys, Sir Henry Blount, and the 
Sherley Brothers. These travellers gave a much more 
sympathetic picture of the Orient. 
Several scholarly volumes on Oriental history appeared 
during the renaissance period containing extensive 
information about the Orient. These histories show a serious 
interest in the Oriental World. One such book that became 
extremely popular was Richard KnoUe's General History of 
the Turks (1603^. And another less prejudiced book was 
Thomas Fuller 's The History of the Holy Warre (1639). 
Knolle's book was extremely influential inspite of being 
replete with faults and prejudices about the Orient. 
The playwrights of the Elizabethan period made 
extensive use of Oriental material. Louis Wann has made an 
interesting survey of Elizabethan plays based on Oriental 
themes and subject matter. Wann observes that forty-seven 
plays dealing with the Orient were produced between 1558 and 
1642. This reflects the extent of Western interest in the 
Orient. Wann goes on to observe that "Two thirds of all these 
Oriental plays... are tragic in nature," and "all of the plays 
dealing entirely with Orientals are either pure tragedies or 
conqueror plays."'^ Giving the explanation for the dominance 
of these elements Wann remarks that probably the 
Elizabethans conceived of the Orient " as the domain where 
war, conquest, fratricide, lust, and treachery had freer play 
than in the lands nearer home". ' ' 
Although the Orient at that time was plagued by war, 
conquest, fratricide, lust and treachery but there was much 
else to it than this alone. The part was taken as the whole 
which in turn passed for the absolute truth. The word "Turk" 
evoked only the image of cruelty and immorality and thus to 
"turn Turk" was the ultimate disgrace for any Christian. These 
ideas about the Orient were motivated by political propaganda 
in order to rally the Christian feelings against the expanding 
power of the Turks. As the historian Paul Coles observes, "As 
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one moved westwards into the hinterlands of European 
society, the Ottomans became increasingly the object of 
loathing and fear... . The Turks, it was argued, were beyond 
the pale not merely of Christianity but of civilization itself." 
And this "tradition [of abuse] was maintained and extended to 
a popular audience during the sixteenth century by the crude 
war propaganda of Bartholomew Georgvich of Croatia, whose 
best selling Miseries and Tribulations of the Christians held in 
Tribute and Slavery by the Turks (1544) appeared in many 
editions and numerous languages."'^ 
Christopher Marlowe's Tamburlaine the Great I and II 
(1587) appeared when the Turkish threat was at its peak. Here 
we see that Marlowe departs from authentic history and 
portrays the Muslim Tamburlaine as a semi pagan hero, who 
subdued and humiliated the Turks and relieved the oppressed 
Christians from Muslim domination by defeating Bajazeth, the 
Turkish emperor. In Shakespeare's plays as well we find 
allusions to the Orient. He made use of Oriental material for 
exotic and decorative purposes e.g. in Merchant of Venice we 
have the description of the golden caskets (II, vi i , l -77) , the 
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pearled cushions in The Taming of the Shrew (II,i,349-53) and 
Turkish tapestry and carpets in Comedy of Errors (IV.i. 103-
104). The medieval legend about Prophet Muhammad and his 
dove also resurfaces in Henry VI (part one, I, ii, 140). 
Shakespeare uses the word "Turk" to evoke images of cruelty 
and treachery in his play Othello. 
Philip Masinger 's The Renegado (1624) once again 
revolves around the contrast between Christian purity and 
Muslim sensuality. 
During the later part of the seventeenth century the 
power of the Ottomans began to decline. Revolts against the 
Ottomans arose in Asia Minor, Syria and Persia. Finally, the 
Turks had to sign the Peace of Karlowitz (1699). This peace 
treaty ended the Turkish threat to the West, and from then on 
the English attitude toward the Turks became less aggressive. 
The famous travellers of this period were not 
Englishmen but three Frenchmen: Jean Baptise Tavernier, Jean 
de Thevenot, and Sir John Chardin. These travellers made 
insightful observations about the Orient. Inspite of their vast 
scholarship Thevenot makes error at one point when he states 
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that "The Turks do not believe that women go to Heaven, and 
hardly account them Rational Creatures".'^ This mistake by 
Thevenot may have led to the popular misconception about 
Muslim women having no soul in the minds of the English 
writers. Sir Paul Rycaut like Thevenot also assumes that 
Muslim women have no fear of hell or hope of Paradise, which 
makes them " the most lascivious and immodest of all 
women. 
Allusions to the Orient are to be found in the prose and 
poetry of the period. Samuel Butler in his Hudibras (Part I 
1663) compares the visage of Bruin, the bear, with the 
descendents of Muhammad: 
With visage formidably grim 
And rugged as a Saracen 
Or Turk of Mahomet's own kin 
(Hudibras. Part I , Canto H, 250-252) 
Dryden's The Hind and the Panther (1687) contains an 
allusion to Muhammad's pigeon. The prohibition of wine is 
castigated in William Congreve's Way of the World, here the 
heathenish rules of the Muslims are contrasted with the 
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freedom of Christians in drinking it: "Let Mahometan fools/ 
live by heathenish rules,/ And be damned over tea-cups and 
coffee (IV, ii). Dryden's Don Sebastian (1689) contains 
several allusions to Islam and the Orient. Like Massinger's 
Renegado Dryden's play also ends with the triumph of 
Christianity over Islam. The common European misconception 
of Muslim women having no soul is alluded to twice in the 
play. 
By eighteenth century travelling to the far Eastern lands 
gained momentum and popularity and its result was a more 
genuine, realistic and authentic travel literature which 
supplied the writers of the day with reliable information 
about the East. The English translations of traditional Oriental 
tales — Arabian Nights. Persian Tales and Turkish Tales were 
received with great enthusiasm. Thus we see a richer and 
much splendid repertoire of Orientalism reflected in the 
eighteenth century literature. 
This change in literary scenario had bearings in the 
political events of the period. The West was regaining its 
supremacy over the East for, the Eastern empires were 
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crumbling and this general disintegration of the Eastern 
powers paved the way for Napolean to pursue his conquest of 
Egypt in 1798-1799 in order to control Eastern trade lines 
through the region. This change of events shifted the world 
power from the East to the West. 
These political changes brought about commercial 
breakthrough between the East and the West. Big national 
companies like the East India company came into being to 
establish England's commercial empire in the world. 
Fashionable items from the Orient like the Persian carpets, 
chinaware, Oriental dresses, walking sticks etc. became 
essentials of English life style. 
Henry Maundrell gave an accurate account of the ancient 
Roman ruins of Baalbek in Lebanon and got his accounts 
printed in 1703. Richard Pococke's book A Description of the 
East (1743-1745) was hailed as the best travel book of the 
century. This book was a store house of Oriental landscape, 
Oriental flora and fauna, Oriental dress, and it also gave 
information about Oriental trade, law and industry. 
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Lady Mary Wortley Montagu is another name to reckon 
with in the field of travel literature. She accompanied her 
husband to Constantinople and entertained her friends with 
her most informative letters on Oriental life and culture. 
While correcting a popular Western misconception that the 
Muslim women are not allowed to enter paradise Lady 
Montagu goes on to assert that " Tis certainly false, though 
commonly believed in our parts of the world, that Muhammad 
excludes women from any share in future happy state. He was 
too much a gentleman and loved the fair sex too well to use 
them so barbarously. On the contrary he promises a very fine 
paradise to the Turkish [Muslim] women." ' ' After the 
publication of her Letters in 1763, Lady Montagu gained 
recognition as one of the pioneers of Orientalism. 
Eighteenth century is marked by the laborious and 
scholarly contribution of two Arabic scholars: Simon Ockley, 
author of The History of the Saracens (1708-18) and George 
Sale, who made the most celebrated translation of the Quran in 
1734. According to Byron P.Smith, Ockley's history " lacks 
accuracy in many details, but by its beautiful simplicity of 
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style it became almost a classic of prose, and was the main 
source for the history of Islam before Gibbon."'^ 
Ockley's history was followed by Gibbon's Decline and 
Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-1778) whose historical 
account of the Orient is fairly objective. But Sale's translation 
of the Quran remained the most authentic work as it was the 
first English version made directly from Arabic. Although 
Sale was accused of putting Islam on the same platform with 
Christianity and Gibbon called Sale " half a Mussalman".'^ 
But as a matter of fact Sale has no real sympathy with Islam or 
the Prophet and he believes Quran to be a " manifest 
forgery."'^ 
Early in the eighteenth century the Frenchman Jean 
Antoine Galland translated The Arabian Nights from the 
original Arabic. His French version was in turn translated into 
English which appeared in twelve volumes between 1704-
1717. This book was translated and retranslated and the 
English Orientalists such as Lane, Burton and Payne later 
produced their English translations of the Arabian Nights. '^ 
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The main reason for the immense popularity of Arabian 
Nights in the eighteenth and nineteenth century was the 
structural arrangement of these tales in a " frame tale". 
According to Martha P. Conant these tales include apologues, 
romances, anecdotes and fables, much like the beautiful and 
intricate design of an Oriental carpet. 
The Oriental tales increased the popular interest in the 
East and provided the English writers a world which was at 
once concrete and visionary, further on it stimulated the 
interest in the genre of fiction and relegated religious matters 
to the background. It immediately drew the attention of prose 
and fiction writers of the eighteenth century. Its influence can 
best be seen in Johnson's Resselas (1759) and Beckford's 
Vathek (1786). In these tales one encounters real and 
historical figures, the lands which are inhabited by Jinns, 
fairies, magicians and where the carpets fly and animals talk. 
This enchanting and fascinating world gave the English public 
a "vivid scene of actually being in the picturesque Orient." ^' 
Johnson's first Oriental work Irene is a tragedy that is 
set at the court of Turkish Sultan Mahomet. Johnson betrays a 
18 
medieval mindset in depicting the themes of Muslim cruelty, 
lust, treachery, and fratricide. His play displays a close 
affinity to Massinger 's Renegado and Dryden's Don Sebastain. 
Rasselas is Johnson's second Oriental work and is an 
improvement on the prevailing trend of Orientalism, here the 
Orient is not plagued by war and cruelty. It expresses the 
author's philosophy of life about 'the Vanity of Human 
Wishes'. The hero and the heroine are ordinary mortals with 
human aspirations and limitations. 
William Beckford's The History of the Caliph Vathek 
(1786) is an important landmark in literary Orientalism. The 
first English edition of the tale included the notes by Samuel 
Henley explaining the Oriental allusions in Vathek. The 
sources which he cites are : Sale's Preliminary Discourse. The 
Arabian Nights. John Richardson's Dissertation on the 
Languages. Literature, and Manners of Eastern Nations 
(London, 1777), and D'Herbelot's Bibliotheque Orientale 
(Paris, 1697), etc. 
Lord Byron had a great admiration for Vathek and owes 
indebtedness to it for his notes on his "Turkish Tales". 
19 
According to Byron, Vathek was "one of the tales I had a very 
early admiration of. For correctness of costume, beauty of 
description, and power of imagination, it far surpasses all 
European imitations ...." . Beckford's genuine interest in the 
Orient is reflected in his references to Oriental settings and 
costumes. In Vathek Beckford alludes to the Oriental laws of 
hospitality and demonstrates his knowledge of the social ethos 
and religious practices of the Orient. The work became a 
major source on Oriental matters in the following age for its 
impressive display of the local colour of the Orient. 
According to Conant, Vathek "gives an impression of an 
extraordinary dream". The exotic, strange and enchanted 
world of Vathek enthralled the romantics and satiated their 
craving for the "strange" and the "remote". In this exotic 
world Beckford introduces his readers to the central theme of 
the narrative—the search of Vathek for the unattainable 
knowledge and power. A close perusal of the work makes it 
evident that it has close affinities with Goethe's Faust (1770). 
Like the Mephistopheles of the Faust. Vathek falls a victim to 
the Giaour who promises to assist him in his search for the 
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forbidden knowledge at the cost of his soul. This search ends 
in Vathek's eternal damnation in the "Hall of Eblis". 
Sir Willian Jones, the Orientalist of the second half of 
the eighteenth century who founded the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal in Calcutta and its journal Asiatic Researches went a 
long way in furthering Oriental scholarship, Jones knew 
thirteen languages but was most knowledgeable about Persian 
and Arabic. He published the Persian Grammar in 1771 and 
his Poems. Chiefly Translated from Asiatic Languages (1772) 
greatly advanced the cause of Oriental studies, here Jones 
stressed the need for a scholarly approach towards the Orient. 
And in his 'Essay on the Poetry of the Eastern Nations' , Jones 
urged for the introduction of the new set of imagery into 
English poetry, for that he considered the Orient as a rich 
source: 
I cannot but think that our European 
poetry has sustained too long on the 
perpetual repetition of the same 
images, and incessant allusions to 
the same fables: and it has been my 
21 
endeavor for several years to 
inculcate this truth, if the principle 
writings of the Asiaticks, which are 
reposited in our publick libraries, 
were printed with the usual 
advantage of notes and illustrations, 
and if languages of the Eastern 
nations were studied in our great 
seminaries of learning, where every 
other branch of useful knowledge is 
taught to perfection, a new and 
ample field would be open for 
speculation; we should have a more 
extensive insight into the history of 
the human mind; we should be 
furnished with a new set of 
metaphors and similitudes ; and a 
number of excellent compositions 
would be brought to light, which 
22 
future scholars might explain and 
future poets might imitate. 
Jones was greatly popular with the Romantics and 
the influence of his Arabic, Persian and Sanskrit translations 
can be clearly traced on Coleridge, Byron, Southey, Shelley, 
Moore and Landor. Another great contribution of Jones lies in 
his translation of classical Arabian poems in 1783: The 
Moallakat or the Seven Arabian Poems which were suspended 
on the Temple at Mecca. These poems are full of love 
complaints addressed by lonely lovers to their mistresses. 
Several other important works produced by the 
leading Orientalists of the time assumed great significance 
during the Romantic period. Notable among them are: William 
Collins's Persian Eclogues (1742), John Richardson's A 
Dictionary on the Languages. Literature and Manners of 
Eastern Nations (1777^. J.D. Carlyles Specimens of Arabian 
Poetry from the earliest times to the extinction of the 
Kaliphat. with some accounts of the authors, in 1796, Sir 
William Ouseley's Persian Miscellanies (1795) and The 
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Oriental Collections (1797-1799), and D. Herbelot 's 
Bibliotheque Orientale (1697). 
The appearance of a number of periodicals exclusively 
dealing with the Orient played an important part in cultivating 
a taste for Oriental literature. Some of these are Oriental 
Chronicles. Asiatic Researches. Asiatic Annual Registers. 
Asiatic Review. Oriental Collections and The Indian Observer. 
Various untouched facets of the Orient are dealt with in 
the travel literature of the second half of the eighteenth 
century. James Bruce's Travels to Discover the Source of the 
Nile (1790) records his adventures in the Near East as British 
consul at Algiers (1763-1765) and his explorations in 
Abyssinia (1761-1772). Bruce regards the pre-Islamic Arab as 
the Perfect Noble Savage. Dr.Alexander Russel 's The Natural 
History of Aleppo (1765) was revised and enlarged by his 
brother Patrick in 1794. The book records the observations of 
these two physicians at Aleppo. The book gives a 
topographical sketch of Aleppo and throws much light on its 
environment, its inhabitants and its flora and fauna. 
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James Dallaway's Constantinople. Ancient and Modern 
(1797), contains much authentic information about the Turks. 
William George Browne in his Travels in Africa. Egypt and 
Syria, from the Year 1792 to 1798 (1799), makes a curious 
comparison between the relative happiness of life in the East 
and in the West, and finally shows his preferences for the 
former. Another famous traveler Edward Daniel Clarke 
records the fruits of his scholarship in Travels in Various 
Countries of Europe. Asia and Africa (1810) in six large 
volumes. Clarke brought into relief an important fact that the 
'Arabian Nights Tales' have no fixed canon, Sir John Carne in 
his Letters from the East (1826) describes a journey made in 
1821 and displays an unusual ability in painting the Oriental 
scene. 
The urge of the Romantic writers to look beyond and at 
wider horizons was satiated by the Orient. The Romantics 
came strongly under the spell of the Arabian Nights and its 
sweeping popularity gave a new boost to the poetry of the age. 
The Romantic poets relied heavily on Oriental material as 
their creative source. The remote and the exotic Orient held 
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for them the key to stir their imagination. The Oriental spirit 
seeped deeply into the Romantic imagination and thus the 
Oriental landscape, imagery, diction, characters and costumes 
formed the integral part of the Romantic poetry: 
One of the preoccupations which 
profoundly affected the Western 
understanding of the Near East was 
the belief that this region could 
satisfy the west 's urge for exotic 
experience. Exoticism meant the 
artistic exploration of territories 
and ages in which the free flights of 
the imagination were possible 
because they lay outside the 
restrictive operation of classical 
rules.^^ 
In the Romantic period the Oriental material is not 
merely decorative but becomes a vehicle for expressing their 
feelings thoughts and reality. The treatment of the Orient 
showed an unprecedented change in the realm of English 
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poetry. A scholarly and scientific attitude was manifested in 
the treatment of Oriental material. The quest for knowledge of 
the Romantics led them to explore the nuances of the Orient. 
They enlarged the horizon of English poetry by introducing 
new set of similes and metaphors and by creating a new 
environment where the English muse breathed a fresh and 
unexploited air. Thomas Moore's Oriental romance, Lalla 
Rookh and Byron's Turkish Tales created the vogue of 
realistic Orientalism in English poetry. 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge's poem "Kubla Khan" abounds 
in Oriental images. Wilson Knight while writing about this 
Oriental visionary poem says that its "Oriental magnificence 
that asserts itself with a happy power and authenticity too 
often absent from visionary poems set within the Christian 
tradition".^^ 
The word 'dome' in the poem is closely associated with 
Oriental architecture and was commonly described by the 
eighteenth century poets and travellers. The image of damsel 
and the dulcimer has obvious Oriental connotations and 
evokes the luxury and sensuality of an Oriental despot. The 
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poem's other title "A Vision in a Dream" alludes to the 
visionary journey of the Prophet Muhammad to the seven 
Heavens. The poem also alludes to another Oriental legend of 
the Adite King Shaddad. The image of 'flashing eyes ' and 
'floating hair' brings to mind the circular motion of the 
dancing Dervishes. Breyer identifies the Abyssinian maid in 
Kubla Khan with a Mohammedan Houri. 
Coleridge's love poem, Lewti. or the Circassian Love-
Chaunt (1798), draws heavily upon Moallakat. Jones ' s 
translation of the Arabic odes. In Moallakat the lovers are 
seen paying secret midnight visits to their beloved in fragrant 
bowers. Likewise the lover in Lewti pays secret visits to the 
heroine Lewti in the bower. 
Sir Walter Scott's The Talisman (1825) is mainly about 
the portrayal of the Oriental character Saladin. Here Scott 
gives a fine portrait of Saladin 's chivalry and generosity. It 
reflects Scott's fair knowledge of Sale's Koran and he 
displays his familiarity with the proverbial wisdom of the 
Orient. 
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Scott's "Vision of Don Roderick" (1811), is based on a 
Spanish legend. As the title suggests it deals with the vision 
of Roderick in which he sees his own defeat and the triumph 
of Islam. 
Joseph Dacre Carlyle published several translations from 
the Arabic, the chief amongst them being Poems. Suggested 
Chiefly by Scenes in Asia—Minor .Syria and Greece (1805), 
in which he gives his version of the poetry of the Arab poet, 
Mutanabbi. 
Oriental sources are put to use in several narrative 
poems of Leigh Hunt. His 'Mahmoud' (1823) narrates the 
story of the justice of Oriental monarch Mahmud Gahznavi, 
who ordered a criminal to be executed in the dark, fearing him 
to be his own son. Hunt attributes the traits of wisdom, justice 
and love of God to his Oriental characters. 
Abou Ben Adhem (1838), is the other widely popular 
poem by Hunt. The source of the poem can be traced to a 
passage in D'Herbelot. 
William Wordsworth deals with Oriental matter in The 
Prelude (Book V, 86—102). Here the poet dreams of a 
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waterless sea, a desert and an Arab Bedouin who bears a stone 
and a shell in his hands. The stone is symbolic of the book of 
"geometric truth" and the shell represents a book of poetry. 
Wordsworth presents the Arab with great reverence and as the 
saviour of culture and learning. Wordsworth's treatment of the 
Orient is a quantum leap in the positive direction and heralds 
a new course in literary Orientalism. The Bedouin Arab 
emerges as the preserver and holder of the treasures of 
knowledge. This part of the Prelude carries the poet ' s 
profoundest and innermost thoughts and visions. 
What attracted Keats to the Orient or the exotic East was 
his acute imagination and his sensitivity to concrete beauty. 
His acquaintance with the Arabian Nights and Beckford's 
Vathek is reflected in his works. Some of the fables of the 
Arabian Nights, Thalaba and Vathek are found ingrained in his 
Endymion. 
Shelley's title of the poem the Revolt of Islam (1818) is 
the most misleading one as it has precious little to deal with 
Islam or the Orient except for one allusion: 
He dared not kill the infidels with fire 
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Or steel, in Europe; the slow agonies 
Of legal torture mocked his keen desire: 
So he made truce with those who did despise 
The expiation and the sacrifice, 
That, though detested, Islam's kindred creed 
Might crush for him those deadlier enemies; 
For fear of God did in his bosom breed 
A jealous hate of man, an unreposing need. 
Ealier Shelley chose the title "Laon and Cythna" but changed 
it to the present one. Here Muslims are found rebelling against 
their own tyrant ruler, Othman, so more appropriately it is a 
poem of "The Revolt against Islam". 
In Hellas (1822) Shelley celebrates the Greek victory 
over the Turkish empire and in that he foresees the fall of 
Islam and the rise of Christianity: 
The moon of Mahomet 
Arose, and it shall set: 
While blazoned as on Heaven's immortal noon 
• The cross leads generations on. '° 
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In Hellas Christianity and Islam are portrayed in terms of 
light and darkness respectively. The Prologue contains a 
debate between Christ, Satan and Mahomet and finally 
Mohammad prays that the waning crescent of Islam may again 
be filled with beams of light: 
Haste thou and fill the waning crescent 
With beams as keen as those which pierced the shadow 
Of Christian night rolled back upon the West, 
When the orient moon of Islam rode in triumph 
From Tmolus to the Acroceraunian snow.^' 
In the sonnet Ozymandias (1817—1818) Shelley creates 
a sense of remoteness and underscores the worthlessness of 
pomp and power by the use of Eastern images. Shelley's 
another remarkable poem "From the Arabic: a Translation" has 
marked borrowings from a passage of an English translation of 
an Arabic romance which deals with the adventures of the 
hero Antar. 
Another Romantic poet who dealt with the Orient in his 
poems is Robert Southey. Southey's interest in the Orient can 
be traced back to his school days. As a school boy he was a 
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voracious reader of romances and histories. In line with his 
plan of writing narrative poems based on mythologies, he 
wrote Thalaba The Destroyer in 1801, Madoc in 1806, The 
Curse of Kehama in 1810, and Roderick: The Last of Goths in 
1814. 
Amongst these four narrative poems, Thalaba and 
Roderick deal with the Orient hence these two are of 
immediate concern to the present discussion. In Thalaba 
Southey makes use of the supernatural machinery and thus the 
poem is replete with adventures of magical nature where 
Southey indulges in the picturesque and the gothic. The story 
of the narrative is founded on the spirit of resignation, which 
is considered by Southey as the only Islamic vir tue. He is 
highly critical of Prophet Muhammad and regards him as an 
impostor. Southey was a devout Christian and his poetry in a 
way asserts the supremacy of Christianity over Islam : 
So one day may the Crescent from thy Mosques 
Be pluck'd by wisdom, when the enligten'd arm 
Of Europe conquers to redeem the East.^^ 
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The first book of Thalaba is based on the story of the 
Adite king Shaddad and the Irem legend. In Thalaba he also 
employs the other stories of Oriental tradition. The fourth and 
the fifth books are based on the legendary Oriental stories of 
Harut and Marut which Southey borrowed from the footnotes 
of Sale's translation of the Koran. Likewise other Oriental 
tales of 'Simorg' and 'Zohak', the tyrant king of Persia give 
the narrative an Oriental coloring. The character of Dom 
Daniel is in continuation of the evil magicians presented in 
the Arabian tales. 
Southey unlike Byron or Moore seldom uses even 
common Arabic or Persian words in his poem although he had 
knowledge of them. Instead he gives an English equivalent 
which mars the realism of his Oriental description. Even 
Coleridge criticized him and advised him to substitute 'Allah' 
in place of 'Lord' to give the poem an Oriental aura. To Byron 
it is a 'Koran of illumined dyes' but to Southey it is a holy 
Book: 
The old man's solemn Voice 
Intones the holy Book ^^  
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Southey like Beckford and Moore, verified and 
supplemented every detail with the scholarship available to 
him from various sources. Southey's attitude to and 
representation of the Orient is stereotype and unsympathetic. 
His characters are essentially flat ones, they are either 
completely bad and evil or they are purely good and angelic. 
The Orient and the West appear at opposite ends in the 
poetry of Southey. Roderick also highlights this opposition. 
This epic recounts the story of Roderick's resistance against 
the Moors in the eighth century, in which the Moors were 
defeated. Unlike Thalaba, Roderick displays a wide range of 
human emotions and feelings. The epic involves the story of 
Roderick's struggle between renunciation and wordliness and 
it shows that renunciation is not easy to achieve and it 
requires a painful spiritual journey. 
The Moors are described in a very derogatory language 
which betrays the attitude of Southey towards Muslims and the 
Orient: 
On the Moors he called; 
And like clouds of locusts, whom the south 
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Wafts from the plains of wasted Africa, 
The Musselmen upon Iberia's shore 
Descend. A countless multitude they come; 
Syrian, Moor, Saracen, Greek renegade, 
Persian, and Copt and Tarter, in one bond 
Of erring faith conjoin'd, ... a dreadful brother hood. 
In whom all turbulent vices were left loose; 
While conscience, with their impious creed accurst. 
Drunk as with wine, had sanctified to them 
All bloody, all abominable things.^'* 
In Roderick Southey presents a completely degenerate 
Oriental society in order to bring out the Western superiority. 
A highly negative imagery is used to describe Muslims and the 
Moors. Southey betrays a deep hatred towards Islam and the 
Orient. 
Southey also wrote an unfinished epic 'Mohammed' 
(1799), in collaboration with Coleridge. The epic exists as a 
fragment of one hundred and twenty lines. But knowing about 
Southey's ideas and views about Prophet Muhammad it can be 
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readily assumed that the work if completed would have been a 
highly prejudiced and derogatory one. 
Lord Byron had a genuine interest in the Orient and 
possessed a wider knowledge of it, which he gathered through 
extensive reading of the books about the Orient and more 
importantly through his tour of the Levant. Byron's travels of 
the Orient contributed much to the fruition of his Oriental 
poetry. This first- hand experience infused into Byron marked 
tolerance and understanding of the Orientals. Byron was 
enchanted by the Orient from his early childhood. At the age 
of ten he had finished the Arabian Nights. Richard KnoUe's 
Historv of the Turks. Raycaut 's The Present State of the 
Ottoman Empire. Sale's translation of the Quran, Jones 's 
translation of the Persian and Arabic poetry, and Beckford's 
Vathek, are a few among the long list of his readings on the 
Orient. Byron's travels provided him with a store house of 
memories, genuine Oriental words, proper names, adventures 
and escapades, on which he could build the structure of his 
"Turkish Tales". 
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Byron's first Oriental tale, The Giaour (1813) is firmly 
embedded in the Levant for it is replete with Oriental diction, 
imagery, scenes and characters. The source of the story was an 
incident of the drowning of an Oriental girl for committing 
adultery, which Byron witnessed during his travel of the 
Orient. 
In The Giaour. Leila the beautiful wife of Hassan is in 
love with the Venetian slave Giaour. Her infidelity towards 
her husband is detected and she is caught and sewn up in a 
sack and drowned in the sea with the help of a fisherman who 
is one of the narrators in the story. Hassan is killed by the 
Giaour who later in his remorse confesses his relationship 
with Leila and Hassan to the Abbot. Thus the second narrator 
is the Abbot and third the Giaour himself. This fragmentary 
structure of the tale gives it an authentic Oriental color. This 
technique can be traced to the Oriental coffee house where the 
folk singers recite their tales from memory, adding and 
digressing to capture the attention of their audience. This 
technique is important on one other level as it lends dramatic 
intensity to the action. 
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The Oriental imagery put to use in the tale is accurate 
and authentic and adds to the Orientalism of the tale: 
The crescent glimmers on the hill, 
The mosque's high lamps are quivering still; 
Though too remote for sound to wake 
In echoes of the far Tophaike, 
The flashes of each joyous peal 
Are seen to prove the Muslim's zeal 
To-night—set Rhamzani's sun— 
To-night—the Bairam feast's begun. ^^  
The passage stands out for its Oriental imagery. The end 
of the Muslim fasting month heralds joy and festivity and the 
beginning of Bairam's feast which is announced by 'joyous 
peal' or a canon shot. 
The characterization is made more effective by putting to 
use Oriental similes and images. The Giaour is compared to 
the desert "Simoom" thus evoking the image of power and 
destruction. Leila 's beauty is highlighted with the help of 
Oriental images: the blush of her cheeks is like that of young 
pomegranate blossom, and her eyes are likened to that of a 
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gazelle and her beauty is compared to the blue winged 
butterfly of Cashmere. 
Byron's second Oriental tale, The Bride of Abvdos. was 
published in 1813 and about which Byron again emphasizes 
that it is based on actual experience in his journal of Dec. 5, 
1813: 
But I am much more indebted to the 
tale than can I ever be to the most 
partial reader; as it wrung my 
thoughts from reality to imagination 
— from selfish regrets to vivid 
recollections — and recalled me to a 
country replete with the "brightest" 
and the "darkest", but always most 
"lively" colors of my memory.^^ 
The story has all the traditional elements of Oriental 
landscape, luxury and romance on one side and of Oriental 
intrigue, treachery, tyranny and cruelty on the other. Giaffir is 
portrayed as a loving father but also an imposing tyrant. His 
relationship with Selim (his supposed son) from the very 
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beginning gives some kind of suspicion. Later on in the tale 
lie turns out to be the cousin of Zuleika and not her brother 
i.e. he is the son of Giaffir's brother Abdalla whom Giaffir 
had murdered treacherously for power and then adopted Selim 
as his son. The serious flaw of this tale is that Zuleika and 
Selim though projected as brother and sister act as lovers. 
Zuleika 's innocence and charm are highlighted through 
out the tale with the images of ' l ight ' and 'fountain' and 
above all she is like a 'peri ' or a 'hour i ' . 
In The Corsair Byron effectively combines the exotic and 
the cruel. It has all the elements of an Oriental Romance. Here 
Byron shows an ambivalent attitude towards the Orient and 
Islam. 
The Turkish ruler Syed and his courtiers are shown 
indulging in all kinds of sensual pleasures and thus giving a 
chance to Conrad and his pirates to attack Syed's ships and 
burn his city. Unaware of all this Syed surrounded by his 
"bearded chiefs" is shown quaffing "forbidden draughts": 
High in his hall reclines the turbaned Syed; 
Around—the bearded chiefs he came to lead. 
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Removed the banquet, and the last pilaff — 
Forbidden 'draughts ' , tis said, he dared to quaff. 
Though to the rest the sober berry's juice 
The slaves bear round for rigid Moslem's use; 
The long chibouque's dissolving cloud supply. 
While dance the Almas to wild minstrelsy. 
Syed's life of indulgence and luxury is in sharp contrast 
to that of simple and hard life of Conrad. Gulnare the Oriental 
heroine not only saves the life of Conrad, but is ready to elope 
with him to find a life of freedom away from Syed's harem. 
The last of the "Turkish Tales", The Siege of Corinth 
(1816), depicts the conflict between the Turks and the Greeks 
i.e. the East and the West. For Byron, Corinth becomes the 
epitome of freedom and civilization. Thus the representation 
of the Orient here is more conventional and stereotyped. The 
Oriental imagery and diction here has lost its charm and 
freshness. In the poem the Greek soldiers are revered as heroic 
martyrs and their Muslim counterparts are looked down upon 
as barbarians. 
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Byron was the only major writer of his time who actually 
visited the Orient and this advantage he exploited to the full. 
He gave to his reading public authentic, first-hand 
observations about the Levant and this added in large measure 
to his popularity. 
Thus, we see that the Romantic period reflected an 
increase in knowledge and understanding about the Orient. 
The Romantics authenticated their allusions about the Orient 
either by personal observations or by quoting the scholarship 
available to them (as we will see in Moore 's case in the 
following chapters). Although, at times they too lack 
information or understanding about Islam and its tenets, but 
there is a marked effort for more accuracy, more 
understanding and less prejudice. The Western literary 
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Chapter 2 
MOORE^S ORIENTAL WORKS 
Thomas Moore , who now largely remains the most neglected poet 
of the Romantic period, was once one of the most popular poets of the 
age, and his fame surpassed that of any of his contemporaries. His 
Oriental romance Lalla Rookh caught the mood and imagination of the 
people of its time and went through twenty editions between 1817 and 
1840 and brought Moore instant financial success and literary fame. 
Howard Mumford Jones calls Lalla Rookh a "dazzling point in the poetic 
Orientalism" that "appeared at exactly the right time. A score of travel 
books had whetted the appetite of readers for the glamorous East. 
Napoleon's exploits in Egypt and Wellesley's in India had increased the 
vogue of Orientalism, as had the tales of nabobs returning from the 
Orient with liver complaint and riches mysteriously acquired".' 
The stupendous success of the poem and its grand reception by the 
reading public of the time proves Byron's prophecy of the growing 
charm of the Orient. In a letter to Thomas Moore dated 28'^ August 1813, 
Byron advises him to find new poetical inspiration in the East, because 
all other regions are already exhausted : 
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Stick to the East; — the oracle, Stael, told 
me it was the only poetical policy. The 
North, South, and West, have all been 
exhausted; but from the East, we have 
nothing but S's [Southey's] unsaleables, 
— and these he has contrived to spoil, by 
adopting only their most outrageous 
fictions. His personages don't interest us, 
and yours will. You have no competitor, 
and if you had, you ought to be glad of it. 
The little I have done in that way is 
merely a "voice in the wilderness" for 
you; and if it has had any success, that 
also will prove that the public are 
Orientalizing, and pave the path for you. 
In 1812, when Moore decided to write Lalla Rookh. John Murray, 
one of the shrewdest and famous publisher of the time, offered him two 
thousand pounds for the copyright. After long negotiations Moore finally 
signed the contract with Longmans in 1814 for three thousand guineas. 
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The only condition was that the poem should be as long as Scott's 
Rokebv. 
Southey and Moore, both shared the same books and learning for 
obtaining their knowledge of the Orient. But both these poets display 
vast difference in their treatment of the Oriental matter. Where Southey 
fails to give a concrete picture of the Orient, Moore excels in 
constructing a lively and colourful picture of it in Lalla Rookh. Even 
Byron acknowledged Moore's art in portraying the picture of the Orient: 
" I am very much delighted with what is before me and very thirsty for 
the rest. You have caught the colours as if you had been in the rainbow 
and the tone of the East is perfectly preserved".^ 
Moore intended his Lalla Rookh to make a mark in literary circles 
as he wrote in his Memoirs. "I shall now take to my poem, and do 
something, I hope, that will place me above the vulgar herd of both 
worldlings and of critics." 
Lalla Rookh consists of a series of four verse tales woven together 
by a prose narrative. One tale leads on to another and that in turn to the 
next one. In this structuring it reflects to a great extent the tradition of 
the Arabian Nights in which numerous tales are blended together by a 
frame tale. The prose narrative concerns the story of Princess Lalla 
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Rookh, the daughter of an Indian Mughal Emperor Aurungzeb. She 
begins on a journey form Delhi to Cashmere where she has to meet her 
future husband. To enliven the entire journey the princess has been 
accompanied by a young poet Feramorz, who has been sent specially by 
Lalla Rookh's future husband; the king of Bucharia, so that "he might 
help to beguile the tediousness of the journey by some of his most 
agreeable recitals".^ Feramorz recites four verse tales to Lalla Rookh. 
But enthralled by the young poet, the princess soon falls in love with 
Feramorz. As the journey comes closer to its end she feels sick and 
unhappy at the thought of being separated from Feramorz. However, it 
turns out on her wedding night that the young poet was no one else but 
her future husband, king of Bucharia; in disguise. Moore provides the 
comic relief and sarcastic criticism in Lalla Rookh by the character of 
Fadladeen, the Chamberlain of the harem. 
The four verse tales told by Feramorz are, 'The Veiled Prophet of 
Khorassan', 'Paradise and the Peri', 'The Fire Worshippers', and 'The 
Light of the Harem'. 
'The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan', deals with the story of a 
Persian heretic Al-Mokanna. He got this name because of his wearing a 
silver veil. In the tale he is represented as an impostor who tries to 
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exploit the beliefs of his followers. He is wicked and manipulative and 
has a mesmerising power over his followers. 
Moore's source in this tale is Islamic history and is based on the 
revolt of Al- Muqanna against the third Abbasid Caliph, Al-Mahadi 
(743-785): 
Far more dangerous than any other of 
these was the revolt of Muqanna ( the 
veiled one), who incidentally forms the 
subject of an episode in Moore's Lalla 
Rookh. He was so called because of his 
habit of wearing a veil over his face in 
order to conceal according to his 
followers ; its radiance, according to his 
opponents ; its deformities. Muqanna, a 
Persian heretic and a laundryman by 
profession began his preaching in Merv 
and his movement rapidly spread all over 
Khurasan and into central Asia, where 
Bokhara was for awhile its stronghold.... 
His movement lasted longer than those of 
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his predecessors and was able to 
survive from 776 to 789.^  
Moore weaves the romantic love story of Azim and Zelica within this 
historical background. 
Azim, the hero of the tale is the one who has newly joined 
Mokanna's forces. Azim has been a captive with the Greeks and in his 
captivity he imbibed the spirit of liberty. And thus he decides to join the 
forces of Mokanna. The heroine of the tale , Zelica was once the beloved 
of Azim. But when Azim did not return from Greece for a long time she 
took him as dead. And out of grief and desperation she joined the harem 
of Mokanna. 
Mokanna regards Azim as noble and virtuous and doubts whether 
he will be useful for his false cause and decides to corrupt him through 
the beauties of his harem. And for this purpose he chooses Zelica to 
tempt Azim. Zelica's love towards Azim was pure and thus she reftises 
to be a party of such heinous designs of Mokanna. But finally, Zelica 
gives in to his wishes as she is made to remember the deadly oath. 
After much careful planning Azim is exposed to the beauties of 
Mokanna's harem. The walls of the garden are decorated with the 
pictures of legendary Oriental lovers. This is a very testing time for Azim 
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and it seems for a moment that he has been tempted by such scenes of 
love and beauty. Zelica comes into the scene at this moment all weak 
and sick and informs Azim of Mokanna's wickedness. Azim joins the 
Muslim forces of Al-Mahadi and attacks Mokanna's harem. Mokanna in 
a final bid gathers all his followers and poisons them all and in an 
ultimate piece of villainy exposes his horrible visage before his dying 
followers and kills himself by jumping in a burning cauldron. Zelica puts 
on the silver veil of Mokanna and literally falls over the sword of Azim. 
Azim spends the rest of his life praying for the redemption of the soul of 
Zelica. 
This tale can be interpreted as an allegory about the political and 
social turmoil in France, as Robert Birley observes : 
Any reader in Moore's own day would 
have realised that the story had a 
contemporary implication ; he was 
speaking of the French Revolution and 
Mokanna was Napoleon Bonaparte. The 
subsequent discovery that the prophet 
[Mokanna] was actually a hideous tyrant 
,i' ^_.-- V . -^ould have seemed only too natural.^ 
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The portrayal of Mokanna is full of ambiguities and it does 
correspond to the figure of Napoleon Bonaparte. Inspite of this there is 
no denying the fact that Moore was fully committed to his Orientalism, 
The Oriental story and its setting served Moore's poetical need and the 
popular taste of his time. 
The second tale 'Paradise and the Peri' is perhaps the best known 
of the four stories comprising Lalla Rookh . Jeffery was of the opinion 
that it is "full of spirit, elegance and beauty; and though slight enough in 
Q 
its structure, breathes throughout a most pure and engaging morality". 
The concept of a peri is based on a Persian myth according to 
which the peris are a breed of fallen angels, who are denied the entry 
into heaven. The Angel who guards the gates of heaven tells the Peri that 
she can regain her lost place in heaven if she brings to this gate ' the gift 
that is most dear to Heaven'. 
Firstly the Peri brings the last drop of blood of a hero who 
sacrificed his life while defending his homeland in India. The guardian 
angel tells the Peri that although it is a great gift but not the one which 
will open the gates of Heaven. The Peri again wanders for a long time 
and after much effort brings the last sigh of a lover dying of grief But 
this time also she fails in her endeavour. Finally she brings the tear of a 
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repentant sinner moved by the sight of a child praying. With this gift the 
gates of heaven open : 
Joy, joy for ever ! my task is done , — 
The gates are pass'd, and heaven is won ! 
Oh ! am I not happy ? I am, I am — 
To thee, sweet Eden ! how dark and sad 
Are the diamond turrets of Shadukiam, 
And the fragrant bowers of Amberabad ! 
Fare well, ye odours of earth, that die. 
Passing away like a lover's sigh ! 
My feast is now of the tooba - tree, 
Whose scent is the breath of eternity! ^ 
This tale is one of the most popular tales of Lalla Rookh. Here we 
see that the Oriental background is used to bring home morals to the 
readers. 
The third tale 'The Fire Worshippers' deals with the struggle 
between the Persians and the Arab Muslims : 
... the thought occurred to me of founding 
a story on the fierce struggle so long 
maintained between the Ghebers, or 
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ancient Fire-Worshippers of Persia, and 
their haughty Moslem leaders. From that 
moment a new and deep interest in my 
whole task took possession of me. The 
cause of tolerance was again my inspiring 
theme ; and the spirit that had spoken in 
the melodies of Ireland soon found itself 
at home in the East. '^  
Moore was personally involved in the Irish struggle* for 
independence against the British domination. For Moore Persia was the 
equivalent of Ireland and the usuiping British represented the haughty 
Muslims. Thus for Moore the Orient was an allegorical medium to voice 
his own sentiments on the Irish cause. 
'The Fire Worshippers' revolves around Hinda, the Arab ruler Al-
Hassan's daughter, and Hafed, the revolutionary leader of the Ghebers. 
Their love story is intricately involved with the "glorious but 
unsuccessful struggles" of the Fire Worshippers of Persia to "cast off the 
yoke of their begoted conquerors".'' Hafed, being the leader of the fire 
worshippers, is determined to free his nation and country from the yoke 
of her intolerant invaders — the Muslims. The political tyranny and 
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religious intolerance of the Muslims is employed from the beginning. 
The description of the Muslim Emir's indifference and cruelty reminds 
one of the atrocities associated with the Turkish rulers in the Elizabethan 
drama. Jones notes a parallel between the love affair of Hinda and Hafed 
and that of Sarah Curran and Robert Emmet, two Irish patriots. Hafed 
much like Emmet fought for the liberty of his homeland : 
Such were the tales that won belief, 
And such the colouring fancy gave 
To a young, warm, and dauntless Chief, — 
One who , no more than mortal brave, 
Fought for the land his soul adored. 
For happy homes, and altars free, — 
His only talisman, the sword ; 
His only spell - word, Liberty !'^  
As we have already discussed, Moore has drawn an analogy 
between the struggle of the Ghebers against the Arab tyrants and the 
struggle of the Irish people for religious and political freedom from the 
British rule. This analogy provides Moore with a hope that if Iran can 
cast off the Islamic rule, Ireland will likewise be successful in gaining 
independence from British rule. By attacking the Arab rulers Moore in 
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fact condemns the oppressors of his own country and thus escapes the 
fear of censor. 
In this tale the Arab maid, Hinda falls in love with the Persian 
Gheber, Hafed. Hafed is depicted as a person of great fortitude and 
steadfastness. He is loyal towards his community as well as towards his 
love. Hinda is captured by the Ghebers and finally comes to realize that 
her lover is the leader of Ghebers and is against her father. But after 
much emotional trauma is ready to die alongwith her lover but Hafed 
sends her off in a boat and after bearing the onslaught of the Arabs 
finally sets himself on the ftaneral pyre. Hinda realizing this and seeing 
the flames from a distance jumps into the river and joins her lover in 
death. 
The final tale of Lalla Rookh entitled 'The Light of the Harem', 
narrates a flowery and lively tale of a minor quarrel between Nourmahal 
and Jahangir. The tale ends with the reconciliation between the lovers at 
the feast of roses in the valley of Cashmere which is described as a world 
of flowers and enchantment: 
Here the music of prayer from a minaret swells 
Here the Magian his urn full of perfume is swinging. 
And here, at the altar, a zone of sweet bells 
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Round the waist of some fair Indian dancer is ringing.''* 
Tlie world of this tale is all dazzling with fineries of the ladies and their 
charms. It is full of music, romance and magic and reminds one of the 
Arabian Nights. Here we find Nourmahal taking help of the enchantress 
Namouna to win over the love of her husband. The description of 
gorgeous palaces, fabulous gardens and perfect plentitude evoke the 
grandeur of the good old days. 
Jahangir and Nourmahal had a quarrel with each other and hence 
Jahangir goes to the valley of Cashmere. Nourmahal is shattered by the 
separation from her husband and thus seeks help fi-om Namouna, who 
knows great many a "mantra" (spell), by which Nounnahal can win over 
her loving husband. Exquisite flowers, such as Jasmine, Anemones, 
Camdeva, Amrita, Musk etc. are strung in a wreath for Nourmahal to 
wear. This wreath in fact is a charm to win back Jahangir.The tale is 
replete with legendary characters like Soloman and Jamshid and exotic 
places like Baramoule, Shalimar, Malay, Zamara which appear in this 
tale. 
Jahangir in a bid to find some consolation for the absence of his 
beloved Nourmahal, hears two women sing. The first one is a young and 
beautiful Georgian girl who celebrates endless voluptuousness in 
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perpetually renewed novelties, the second is a veiled Arab maiden who 
celebrates the bliss of reciprocal fidelity, in the incorruptible desert, far 
from the luxury of courts and tents. Selim is deeply moved by the second 
and all the more yearns for her beloved when finally the veiled maiden 
reveals herself to be Nourmahal. She epitomizes the patient love of a 
faithful woman. 
Moore was anticipated by Byron in many of his Oriental ideas; 
this disturbed Moore a great deal as he wanted to be a pioneer in 
introducing the exotic Orient into English poetry. In a letter to Mary 
Godfrey dated July 1813. Moore expressed his apprehensions about what 
he calls Byron's invasion of the East: 
... but I confess I feel rather down hearted 
about it. Never was anything more 
unlucky for me than Byron's invasion of 
this region, which when I entered it, 
was yet untrodden , and whose chief 
charm consisted in the gloss and 
novelty of its features; but it will now be 
over- run with clumsy adventures, and 
when I make my appearance, instead of 
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being a leader as I looked to be, I must 
dwindle into an humble follower — a 
Byronian.'^ 
In Lalla Rookh the tales are told in a well-constructed narrative 
style and inspite of its faults and deficiencies this Oriental romance 
brought delight to thousands of people of all ages. It was translated into 
German, French, Italian, Polish, Russian, Persian and other languages. 
The romance set the public mood aflame about the exotic Orient and 
encouraged the vogue for Orientalism. 
Moore was severely criticised by some of the reviewers of his 
time. The foremost amongst them was British Review which attacked 
Moore and Byron for their alleged portrayal of the 'dirt and debauchery' 
associated with 'the Mahometan world' as consistently attractive. 'The 
great mistake of which these poets take advantage is this : where so 
much is made of corporeal delights, and the various gratifications of 
sense; where we hear of nothing but of groves and of baths and 
fountains, and fruits and flowers, and sexual blandishments, we are too 
apt to figure to ourselves a paradise of sweets...''^ 
The reviewer further accuses Moore and his predecessors of 
glamorising a culture in which 'man tramples upon man in a series of 
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cruel oppressions down to the drooping wretchedness of the squalid 
populace, who have neither the reason nor rights of men'. 
The British Review concludes its critique with the dismissal of the 
poem as a work based on 'the fictions of Oriental extravagance, and 
proceeds without moral, or purpose, or plan... in a tissue of flowery 
language, amorous description, and rambling vehemence'. 
Reviews like these reflect their own myopic vision and a 
prejudiced mindset which prevented them from judging a literary work 
which had its own merits and its own purpose. In Lai la Rookh Moore 
succeeded in communicating his commitment to Irish liberty. He was 
wise enough to choose the Oriental pretext as it ensured the widest 
circulation of his inner feelings about the Irish plight. Generally 
speaking, Moore's work was greatly appreciated in the literary reviews 
of his time and most of the reviewers hailed him as a great Oriental poet. 
Moore's Lalla Rookh echoes Persian poetry in form as well as in 
content. Moore relied on the Persian poetic form in writing his 'Ghazal' 
or 'Gazel' as he calls it. Ghazal is a form of ode or conversational poem 
mainly concerned with amatory themes and love effusions. Moore's 
'Gazel' is addressed to his beloved Maami and contains a popular 
Persian legend of 'gul' and 'bulbul' or the rose and the nightingale : 
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O haste, for this impatient heart. 
Is like the rose in Yemen's vale. 
That rends its inmost leaves apart 
With passion for the nightingale; 
So languishes this soul for thee; 
My bright and blushing Maami ! '^  
In his other 'Gazel' as well Moore addresses his beloved as his 'Syrian 
Rose' . He draws on Oriental material again in 'From Abdallah, in 
London, to Mohassan, in Ispahan' where he makes mention of the 
sectarian disputes among Muslims : 
Whilst thou, Mohassan, (happy thou!) 
Dost daily bent thy loyal brow 
Before our King — our Asia's treasure! 
01 
Nutmeg of comfort; rose of Pleasure ! 
To thrive on the vogue of his new found success which he 
achieved through Lalla Rookh , Moore embarked on another literary 
venture, an Oriental narrative The Loves of the Angels (1823). 
Originally the poem had nothing to do with the Orient, as it primarily 
dealt with the loves of three celestial angels for three terrestial women. 
Moore elaborates on his choice of theme thus : 
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As objections may be made, by persons 
whose opinions I respect, to the selection 
of a subject of this nature from the 
Scriptures, I think it right to remark, that, 
in point of fact, the subject is not 
scriptural — the notion upon which it is 
founded ... having originated in an 
erroneous translation by LXX of that 
verse in the sixth chapter of Genesis, 
upon which the sole authority for the 
fable rests. The foundation of my story, 
therefore, has as little to do with Holy 
Writ as have the dreams of the later 
Platonists, or the reveries of the Jewish 
divines ..}^ 
The poem relates the stories of three angels and how they lost 
heaven by loving mortal women. In his preface Moore says that the aim 
of the poem is to show : 
.. the fall of the soul from its original 
purity — the loss of light and happiness 
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which it suffers in the pursuit of this 
world's perishable pleasures — and the 
punishments both from conscience and 
Divine justice, with which, impurity, 
pride, and presumptuous inquiry into the 
awful secrets of Heaven are sure to be 
visited." 
The erotic and voluptuous descriptions of the heavenly creatures 
shocked the English public of Moore's time and Jones described it as the 
"blending of heavenly eroticism and theology."'"* Moore was accused of 
'grossness', 'licentiousness' and 'blasphemy'. He was deeply hurt by this 
severe criticism for he considered his work as "the best, as well as the 
most moral thing he had ever written." To escape the charges of 
blasphemy and under the pressure of public criticism, Moore resolved to 
turn his angels into 'good Mahometans'; about which he wrote to John 
Murray on February 11,1823 : 
What keeps your Ouarterley so long ? I 
am rather in trepidation about it, and 
shall be not at all sorry to find myself 
left out — particularly as my angels 
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will be all turned into good Mahometans 
in the forthcoming edition ,which 
metamorphosis would be a most edifying 
subject for the succeeding number to 
dilate upon.^ ^ 
The Orientalization of the poem was completed in the fifth edition 
where Alia replaces God, Gehim replaces hell and Eblis replaces Lucifer. 
In the new preface Moore makes it clear that his poem has nothing to do 
with Christianity and is based on the Oriental story of the angels, Harut 
and Marut: 
The Eastern story of the angels Harut and 
Marut, and the Rabbinical fictions of the 
loves of Uzziel and Shamchazai, are the 
only sources to which I need refer, for the 
origin on the notion on which this 
Romance is founded.^^ 
In the Orientalized edition Moore changed all Biblical allusions into 
Islamic ones and supplied spurious annotations which refer to Quran and 
Prophet Muhammad and these references in turn are themselves marred 
by a polemical note. Like Lalla Rookh Moore anticipated The Loves of 
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the Angels to be a huge success, but its failure embittered him. In one of 
his letters to Byron he insisted that "I agree with a 'select few' that I 
never wrote anything better". 
In addition to Islamic, Moore mentions other theological systems, 
such as the Persian, Syrian, Egyptian, Sabaean and ancient Arabian. In 
order to authenticate his supposedly Islamic world Moore cites non-
Islamic sources. The Quran makes mention only of the legend of Harut 
and Marut and the rest of it, as Byron Smith explains is a "version of the 
Greek legend of Zeus and Semele" , or an invention of Moore's own 
imagination . 
As already stated, The Loves of the Angels deals with the loves of 
three celestial angels for three earthly women and how they lost heaven. 
At the very opening of the poem the three angels are introduced, each 
recounting the story of his fall. The first angel recalls how he fell in love 
with Lea when he saw her shadow in a brook. Enchanted by the beauty 
of Lea the angel longs for physical union with her. Here, the mounting 
desires of an angelic being are represented in an extremely erotic 
manner: 
Oh, but to see that head recline 
A minute on this trembling arm. 
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And those mild eyes look upto mine, 
Without a dread, a thought of harm ! 
To meet, but once, the thrilling touch 
Of lips too purely fond to fear me — 
Or, if that boon be all too much, 
Ev'n thus to bring their fragrance near me ! °^ 
Lea's sole desire, on the other hand, is to be transported into a heavenly 
spirit. She promises the angel to fulfil his desire only if he utters in her 
presence the spell that takes him to heaven. Overjoyed by this prospect, 
the angel utters those "mystic words" in her presence. On hearing the 
spell she repeats them and is immediately transported to heaven. After 
being separated from Lea the angel utters the spell but fails to go back to 
heaven, since the spell has lost all its efficacy in his case. Here Moore 
tries to suggest that both the angelic and beastly traits are present in 
human nature, and it is up to a person to cultivate the quality he prefers. 
Lea aspired for the spiritual and thus she soared up in heaven while the 
angel opted for the physical and was debarred from entering heavens. 
The second story deals with the angel Rubi and his beloved Lillis. 
Lillis is thirsty to know the awful secrets of heaven. To satisfy her desire 
she asks the angel to appear before her in all his heavenly lustre. Rubi 
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fulfills her request but both incur the wrath of God as the angelic 
radiance of Rubi is turned into deadly fire that consumes her into ashes. 
But before she died, she kisses Rubi on his forehead, thus leaving a 
permanent brand on his lost angelhood. 
The third story concerns the angel Zeraph and his love for the 
mortal woman, Nama. She is different from Lea and Lillis and does not 
yearn for the spiritual and heavenly. Nor does she have any thirst for 
knowledge of the unknown. She is a judicious combination of flesh and 
spirituality. Zeraph is more humble and patient in comparison to other 
two angels. He patiently accepts his lot and takes it as his punishment for 
his transgression. He understands that although he has won the 
companionship of his beloved but he has been debarred from heaven. 
Thus by Orientalizing his poem and by turning the angels into 
'good Mahometans' Moore acquitted himself of the charges of 
blasphemy but such a superficial metamorphosis even at the price of 
inconsistency is described by Samuel C. Chew as "characteristic of a 
poet whose artistic conscience did not much trouble him."'" 
Further, Moore was easily able to transform his angels into 'Turks' 
because the Orient has always been conceived of as a place of 
transgression and licentiousness where even the angels indulge in all 
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kinds of licentious behaviour. Howard Mumford Jones comments on this 
transformation : 
There being no Mohammedan theologians 
in London, no one raised the question 
why, if picturing Christian angels in love 
was impious, picturing Mohammedan 
angels in love was not equally impious. 
In the Orientalized version of The Loves of the Angels one can 
easily detect the incongruity between the professed character of the poem 
and the bulky annotations attached to authenticate the Oriental material. 
In his efforts to de-Christianize the poem and to exonerate himself from 
the charges of blasphemy, Moore fails to present the poem as a unique 
whole and thus the poem becomes a mosaic of various mythologies, 
contradicting the Oriental character of the poem . 
Moore was no doubt partly impelled by monetary considerations 
in writing Oriental poetry but there is no denying the fact that his 
Oriental works show a marked tolerance and mature, positive attitude 
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Chapter 3 
MOORE^S ORIENTAL DICTION 
Oriental diction stands for Moore's employment of Oriental words 
— i.e. of Persian, Arabic and Turkish languages in his works. It is an 
attempt to locate and list the Oriental words, to find out their origin and 
comment upon Moore's treatment of each word in terms of its accuracy, 
aptness, impact and the overall effect it lends to the poem. The main 
focus of this chapter is on words of Oriental origin. Oriental place names 
have been excluded because they do not fit into the context of the present 
discussion. 
Moore, like Southey, never visited the East and did not consider it 
to be a disadvantage. Rather, he thought that his imagination is like that 
of Savary "which is chilled by the real scene, and can best describe what 
it has not seen, merely taking it from the descriptions of others"'. Moore 
made concentrated efforts to acquire sufficient knowledge of Oriental 
words, customs, beliefs and manners. He acquired this information by 
reading more than eighty works dealing with the Orient .Notable among 
these are The Arabian Nights. Persian and Arabic dictionaries, D' 
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Herbelot's Bibliotheque Orientale. and Sale's translation of and 
commentary on The Koran. 
Moore, while writing about Lalla Rookh. says that it is "founded 
on a long and laborious collection of facts for which Sir Gore 
Ouseley, Colonel Wilks, Came [leading Orientalists of the day] and 
Others, have given me credit". Rogers while applauding Moore's 
scholarship writes to him in 1812 : " To tell you the truth, I had no 
conception that anybody in so short a time could have so imbued his 
mind with Eastern literature."^ 
Moore supplies his reading public with abundant footnotes in 
order to acquaint them about the meaning of the Oriental words and their 
importance. But the problem arises since these notes are sometimes 
misleading and often the sources from which they have been derived are 
themselves replete with faults and prejudices. G.M. Wickens 
commenting on Moore's notes brings out their incongruity in another 
respect: 
I would merely refer to Moore's own 
footnotes in Lalla Rookh : 387 of them, 
drawn from well over 100 highly varied 
/ 
/^ V;_^ > ^'sources. Many of them are long and 
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recondite, and often of startling 
irrelevancy to the real matter at hand. 
Others certainly explain the otherwise 
incomprehensible allusions in the work, 
but in such a way as to suggest that the 
footnote preceded its reference both in 
time and on the scale of importance/ 
In The Loves of the Angels. Moore superimposes the Oriental 
machinery in order to acquit himself of the charges of blasphemy. In the 
Orientalized version of the poem Moore has substituted Allah for God 
and Eblis for Satan. This superficial metamorphosis fails to present the 
poem as a unified whole. Nonetheless Moore "was a more conscientious 
researcher and a better adapter of Oriental diction and theme to English 
verse".^ 
Moore's Oriental diction including phrases, expressions and words 
of Oriental origin have been arranged alphabetically in this chapter. The 
first figure after each word denotes the number of times that word 
appears in a particular work . In the brackets the tale or tale number has 
been specified, which is followed by the particular line number or page 
number where the word occurs. Page number has been indicated for the 
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words which occur in The Loves of the Angels, other short poems or 
odes and for the prose passages of LaliaRookh. Following abbreviations 
have been used for the poems: Lai la Rookh ^ = LE, for the four tales in 
Lai la Rookh the following abbreviations have been used : 'The Veiled 
Prophet of Khorassan' = VPK, 'Paradise and the Peri' = PAP, 'The Fire 
Worshippers' = FW, and 'The Light of the Harem' = LH. And for The 
Loves of the Angels^ = LOA . 
Acbar 1 LE (LH 120) 
Akbar (1542-1605), the third great Mughal Emperor of India in 
the line of Babur. Akbar's only surviving child was Jehanguire and 
Moore's knowledge on this count is accurate. 
All ILR (VPK 1685) 
'From Abdallah, In London, to Mohassan, In Ispahan' (p. 312) 
Ali was the fourth caliph in Islamic history. He was the cousin and 
son in law of Prophet Muhammad, and was also one of the first to 
believe in Muhammad's mission. He became a symbol of perfection, 
hence Moore talks of the ethereal beauty of his eyes. The shia sect 
among Muslims think that Ali was the rightful successor of Muhammad 
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and this sectarian dispute is referred to in 'From Abdallah, In London, 
To Mohassan, In Ispahan'. 
Alia 18LR(VPK 123, 188,712, 1838, 1906, 2008, PAP 67, 331, 
342, 518, FW 40, 211, 328, 886, (2), 1195, 1710) 
10 LOA (pp. 279 (2), 282, 283, (2), 288, 289, 291, 293, 294) 
Allah is the Arabic equivalent of God. This word occurs at many 
places in Moore's works. Muslim characters like Zelica and Al-Hassan 
are shown invoking Allah in the times of crisis but at most other places 
the application of the word is marred by his polemical designs, Moore 
talks of Mokanna's voice 'which thrilled like Alla's own' (LR: VPK 
188) and Hinda a Muslim maiden is ready to forsake Allah for her love 
for an infidel. 
AUaAkbar ILE (VPK 1563) 
The Arabic expression "Allah-0-Akbar" means "God is great" 
which is employed also in the call to Muslim prayer. Muslims use it as a 
refrain in their prayers, funeral rites, animal slaughter and in times of 
crisis. This chant fills every Muslim's heart with a renewed vigour and 
enthusiasm and strengthens them in their faith. Moore has accurate 
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knowledge about this religious fomiula and describes it correctly in his 
footnote . 
Alia Ilia Alia 1 LR (VPK 1562) 
The Arabic formulation "la illaha ilia Allah" means "there is no 
god but Allah"; this is the call for Muslim faithful to come to prayer. 
Moore is correct in his use of the word. 
Ararat 1LR(FW177) 
The Persian "Kuh-i-Nuh" is identified by European scholars as 
Ararat. It is believed that Noah's ark alighted on this mountain. Moore's 
note embraces all these connotations of this word. 
Attar gul lLR(p.291) 
This Persian expression stands for the perfume of roses which is 
probably the finest variety of perfume in the Orient. 
Moore displays his knowledge of this particular perfume when he 
comments in his notes that it is distilled from the 'rarest roses'. 
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Aurungzebe 5 LR (pp. 1, 2, 3, 5, 252 ) 
Aurungzeb (1618 - 1707 ), was the last Mughal Emperor of India. 
He received a very good education in Persian literature and in Islamic 
theology. There has been some misconception regarding his character 
and personality. This prejudice is reflected in Moore's poetry as well. In 
his explanatory note^ while quoting Dow he calls him a 'hypocritical 
Emperor' and levels many allegations against him. 
Azor 1 LR (p. 290 ) 
In Islamic tradition Azar is the name of Prophet Abraham's father. 
Azar was very good at carving idols. In order to highlight the beauty of 
Lalla Rookh, Moore describes her as "more perfect than the divinest 
images in the house of Azor". 
Azrael lLOA(p. 1) 
In Islamic tradition 'Izrael' is the name of the 'angel of death' and 
Moore is accurate in his definition. References to Izrail figure also in 
Beckford's Vathek . Southey's Thalaba and Byron's Bride of Abydos. 
Bazaar 1 LE (p. 2 ) 
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It is a Persian word for market place. The word has passed into 
many Oriental languages such as Arabic and Turkish. It also made its 
way into India where it has been adopted into the vernacular. During the 
Mughal period bazaars were decorated on special occasions and on Lalla 
Rookh's departure the same custom was followed. 
Beder 1XR(VPK1520) 
1 LQA (p. 278) 
A small town south west of Madina and a market centre. At Badr 
there happened the first great battle in Prophet Muhammad's career. The 
Muslims emerged victorious in this battle and according to the Islamic 
tradition the Prophet received heavenly help as reward for his 
perseverance and his consistent faith. This event is alluded to by Moore 
in both Lalla Rookh and The Loves of the Angels . 
Bulbul 2 LR (VPK 279, FW 11) 
The word bulbul is of Persian origin. This bird has been praised by 
the Persian poets and is the Persian equivalent of nightingale. In the 
poem Moore compares the song sung by Zelica to the note of bulbul, 
which is the combination of ecstasy and pain : 
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And when she sung to her lute's touching strain, 
'T was like the notes, half ecstasy, half pain. 
The bulbul utters, ere her soul depart, 
When vanquish'd by some minstrel's powerful art. 
(LR,VPK 277-280) 
Chabuk 4XR (p.252 (2), p.295, p.296) 
The word is of Persian origin meaning a whip. Fadladeen who is 
the chamberlain of the harem is upset by the stories told by Feramorz and 
thinks that the latter be prosecuted and the king decree the punishment of 
chabuks against him. 
Divan 2 LE (VPK 64, 393) 
The Persian word 'divan' carries many meanings. One of its 
meanings is a hall furnished with Turkish couches and cushions. Moore 
uses the word in the above sense and speaks of Mokanna's "rich divan 
to-day/ With turban'd heads, of every hue and race", and at another place 
, he talks of his "proud divan's dazzling array". 
Eblis 6 LE (VPK 492,551,1550,1951, pp 457, FW 704) 
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1 LQA (p.282) 
Eblis is the Quranic equivalent of Satan. He was thrown out of the 
heaven because he disobeyed Allah, hence he is the personification of 
disobedience. His only objective in this world is to take revenge against 
mankind for his plight and to misguide them. This idea is convincingly 
presented through the character of Mokanna who emerges as a Satanic 
figure. When Zelica enters his chamber, he is in a reverie and fails to 
notice her and gives a "fiendish laugh; like that which broke/from Eblis 
at the fall of Man". (VPK 491 -492) 
Being a Satanic figure Mokanna misguides his followers and 
repeatedly invokes Eblis : 
The heaven of each is but what each desires, 
And, soul or sense, whate'er the object be, 
Man would be man to all eternity! 
So let him-Eblis! grant this crowning curse, 
But keep him what he is , no hell were worse. 
(LR, VPK 548-552) 
Emir 3 LE (FW 87, 527, 788) 
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An Arabic title for a commander, chief or lord. In 'The Fire 
Worshippers' the Emir Al Hassan is portrayed as a Muslim fanatic. 
Fakirs lLR(p.3) 
The word is of Arabic origin meaning a poor person. It is 
commonly applied to a Muslim religious mendicant. It is the duty of 
every Muslim to give alms to the poor and the needy. Moore is aware of 
this charitable practice in that he mentions that the Princess Lalla Rookh 
before undertaking the journey sent a 'considerable present to the 
Fakirs'. 
Ferdosi lLR(p.l21) 
Moore alludes to the Persian poet, Ferdosi, one of the greatest epic 
writer and the author of Shahnama (The Book of Kings). Fadladeen, the 
chamberlain of the harem acts as the critic of Feramorz's poetry and 
says that his versification lacked the 'copious flow of Ferdosi'. 
Gabriel 1 LE.(p.278) 
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Gabriel or Jibrail, as he is called in Islamic lore, is the angel who 
brought revelation to the Prophet. Moore correctly defines Gabriel as 
'The Angel of Revelations'. 
Gehim 1 LQA (p.280) 
The word is the Arabic counterpart of hell. Moore displays his 
familiarity with its meaning in the footnote.'^ 
Genii 7 LE (VPK 586, 1135, PAP 62, PAP 147, FW 472, LH 298, 
445) 
According to the Muslim tradition, Jinn are created of smokeless 
flame. They are imperceptible to human senses and are capable of 
appearing under different forms and carrying out difficult jobs. This 
enigma which is attached to the Genii is highlighted by many Western 
writers". In Lalla Rookh the Genii are mentioned in all the four tales. 
Mokanna tells Zelica that it is the "Genii who come and fills" his urns. 
Gholes 2 LR(FW 683,1864) 
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The Arabic word 'ghul' stands for the desert demon appearing in 
varying shapes. The dwelling place of Ghebers is detached from the rest 
of the humanity by a valley which has been described thus : 
No eye could pierce the void between. 
It seem'd a place where Gholes might come, 
With their foul banquets from the tomb, 
And in its caverns feed unseen. 
(LR, FW 682-685) 
Later on, gholes are mentioned along with the 'Dives and shapes 
of heir. Moore has been successful in invoking the mystery and horror 
which surrounds sholes. 
Hafez 2LR(p.l21;pl23) 
He is one of the greatest lyric poets in Persian literature. Moore 
shows his acquaintance with the Persian poet and praises the sweetness 
of his verse. Moore is also aware that hyacinthine image is recurrent in 
Oriental love poetry'^ and "to which Hafez compares his mistress's hair". 




The Arabic word 'haram' is applied to the women of the family 
and their apartment. It is a secluded part of one's house because Islam 
prescribes segregation of sexes and forbids women to be seen by strange 
males. 
Haram life is a recurrent motif which has been associated in 
Western mind with sexual gratification and permissiveness. The Orient 
always had an erotic appeal to Western imagination. 
Haram figures prominently in Beckford's Vathek and Byron's 
"Turkish Tales". In Beppo. Byron has employed negative images related 
to Haram and its inmates : 
'Tis said they use no better than a dog any 
Poor woman, whom they purchase likes a pad; 
They have a number, though they ne'er exhibit them, 
Four wives by law, and concubines 'ad libitam'. 
They lock them up, and veil, and guard them daily. 
They scarcely can behold their male relations,... 
(Beppo. p. 621) 
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Moore relates haram with luxurious lifestyle and talks of 'haram's 
curtain'd galleries' (LR.VPK 39) and at another place, he compares the 
women of Mokanna's haram with the houris of the paradise (VPK 157-
159). Mokanna uses the female beauties of his haram to tempt Azim and 
ironically speaks of Zelica's position as 'chaste dominion in the Haram 
Hair (VPK 711). Moore identifies haram with music and sensuality. The 
last tale of Lalla Rookh is entitled " The Light of the Harem" which is 
used as a title for Nurjahan, wife of Jahangir. 
Haroun-al-Raschid 1 LR (p. 255) 
He is the fifth Abbasid caliph. He features as a legendary figure in 
the Arabian Nights and perhaps Moore came to know about him through 
the Arabian Nights. The fourth tale "The Light of the Harem" is related 
with a quarrel between Jahangir and his wife Nourmahal. Moore 
compares this lovers' quarrel with that of Haroon Rashid and his beloved 
Marida. 
Hegira 1 LR (p.9) 
It is the Arabic word for the emigration of Muhammad from 
Makka to Madina. Islamic calender is reckoned with reference to this 
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event. This allusion throws light on Moore's detailed knowledge about 
the Orient. 
Henna 2 LS (VPK 797, p. 294) 
The word is of Arabic origin and refers to a tropical shrub, the 
leaves of which are crushed and then used for dyeing hair and nails by 
women. Moore displays his acquaintance with this Oriental shrub and its 
function when he talks about Zelica's 'toilet rites' and says that "some 
bring leaves of henna to imbue / The fingers' ends with a bright roseate 
hue". 
Houris 3 LE (VPK 159,545, p. 152) 
The term Hur is used in Quran for the virgins of paradise promised 
to the believers. The term Houri has entered European languages through 
Persian. 
The houris are mentioned in some verses of the Quran particularly 
when the delights of paradise are contrasted with the torments of hell. 
Mokanna emerges as a Satanic figure in that he tries to build paradise on 
earth. The women of his haram "Waving embroider'd scarves" are "like 
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those the Houris wave, / When beckoning to their bowers th' immortal 
Brave". (VPK 159-60) 
Issa 2 LR (VPK 144,FW 1663) 
Isa is the Quranic name for Jesus. Moore mentions him while 
stating the doctrine of metempsychosis. Mokanna's doctrine of 
metempsychosis was that the light of God flowed through several 
Prophets until finally assimilating into the person of Mokanna. 
Jamshid 1 LR (PAP 63) 
He is the popular legendary hero of the Persian tradition. One 
element of this legend which is mainly highlighted in Persian poetry is 
his magic cup in which he saw the universe. Moore draws upon the 
legend of the cup of Jamshid. 
Jehan Guire/Selim 8 LR(LH 283,499,537,582,663,716, p.l51, 
p.252) 
Jahangir (1569-1627) was the fourth Mughal emperor of India in 
the line of Babur. He was bom at Fatehpur Sikri, near Agra, in the 
hermitage of a recluse Shaikh Selim Chishti. The young prince was 
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named Selim after the Shaikh. He and his wife Nurjahan are the main 
characters of the fourth tale ofLallaRookh — "The Light of the Harem". 
Israfil 2LR (FW 1820, LH 640) 
1 LOA (p.278) 
In Islamic tradition Israfil is the archangel of an astounding size 
and has been assigned the duty of blowing the trumpet on the Day of 
Judgement. The sound of this trumpet will be such that it will raise the 
dead from their graves. 
Paradoxically, Moore says that the voice of Hafed is "sweet as the 
angel Israfil's". Later on, in his footnote on angel Israfil'^ he cites Sale : 
"The Angel of Music, who has the most melodious voice of all God's 
creatures." This information about Israfil which Moore gathered from 
Sale is incorrect and is not based on authentic Islamic traditions. 
Perhaps this comes fi"om the pre-Islamic legends popular in Egypt which 
state that Israfil's music would refresh the inhabitants of Paradise. 
Kerna 1 LE (FW 869) 
Kema is an Oriental term for the trumpet. In Islamic tradition on 
the Day of the Judgement the Angel Israfil will blow the trumpet, that 
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will raise the dead from the graves. This is alluded to in "Fire 
Worshippers" when Al Hassan tries to wake up his daughter Hinda, 
saying "up, daughter,up,— the kema's breath / Has blown a blast would 
waken death" (LR, FW 869-870). 
Kohol 1LR(VPK801) 
It is synonymous in the Arabic and Persian with 'ithmid'. It was 
used as a general term for an eye cosmetic used by women to dye their 
eyebrows , eyelashes or the edges of the eyelids. Moore is familiar with 
the use of this Oriental eye cosmetic : 
"....Kohol's jetty dye, 
To give that long, dark languish to the eye". 
(LR,VPK 801-802) 
Koran 6 LR.(P.3, VPK 1144, p. 119 (3 times), FW 600) 
1 LOA (.p.278) 
The Quran is the Islamic Scripture containing the revelations sent 
down to Prophet Muhammad which has been preserved in its purity. To 
contest its divine origin amounts to suspecting the very basis of Islam. 
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In The Loves of The Angels Moore refers to certain passages in 
Quran in which mention has been made of divine assistance which 
Prophet Muhammad received in the battle of Bedr. In Lalla Rookh , 
Moore speaks of" a camelian" which hung around Lalla Rookh's neck 
"On which was inscribed a verse from the Koran". But elsewhere he fails 
to perceive its vital role in Muslim life. He charges Prophet Muhammad 
of inventing the Quranic text: 
And here Mohammed, bom for love and guile, 
Forgets the Koran in his Mary's smile; 
Then beckons some kind angel from above 
With a new text to consecrate their love! 
(LR,VPK 1143-1146) 
Leila 1 LR (p.2) 
She is the heroine of a popular Oriental romance. The story is 
popular both in Arabic and Persian literature. Leila is famous for her 
beauty. Moore compares the beauty of Lalla Rookh with Leila's. 
Mahadi 1LR(VPK1144) 
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He was the third Abbasid Caliph. During his reign peace and 
prosperity prevailed except for the rebellion of Al-Mokanna in 
Khorassan. This reference to Mahadi is appropriate in the context of the 
first tale, "The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan" . This tale is set in the 
background of the conflict of Mahadi with Mokanna — the self 
acclaimed prophet. 
Mary 1LR(VPK1144) 
Mariya was a Copt maiden whom Prophet Muhammad took as his 
wife. Moore's reference smacks of medieval polemical stories about the 
Prophet, discusssed in detail under the entry "Prophet" in this chapter. 
Mogul 1 LR (p.3) 
This name signifies the race of nomadic Mongols. In India, 
however, it is connected with the Turk family of Babur. Moore uses the 
word in its latter sense when he talks about the 'gallant appearance' of 
the 'Mogul lords' on the departure of Lalla Rookh fi-om Delhi. 
Mohammed/ Prophet/ Mahomet 9 LE (p.2, VPK 145, 1143, p. 119, p. 
120, FW 894, 953, p. 255) 
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1 LOA (p. 278 ) 
According to the Muslim belief, Prophet Muhammad is the last 
messenger sent down to the whole mankind. He occupies a central role in 
Muslim faith. Moore's allusions about Prophet Muhammad originate 
from the polemical stories popular about him in the West. There is 
reference to Abdullah setting out "on a pilgrimage to the shrine of the 
Prophet". In Islam pilgrimage is made to Makka, which houses Kaaba, 
the house of God, whereas the shrine of the Prophet is located in Madina, 
Moore portrays Prophet as a sensuous person who invented the Quranic 
text to gratify his lust: 
And here Mohammed, born for love and guile, 
Forgets the Koran in his Mary's smile; 
Then beckons some kind angel from above 
With a new text to consecrate their love ! 
(LR,VPK1143- 1146) 
This allegation is also made by Southey in a letter of July 29, 1799 to 
John May, which appears to be the source of Moore's view : 
....But of Mohammed, there is one fact 
which in my judgement stamps the 
impostor — he made too free with the 
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wife of Zeid, and xery speedily had a 
verse of the Koran revealed to allow him 
to marry her.''* 
Another polemical story related by Moore is about the Prophet's 
tomb which 'hang'st', ' twixt hell and heaven'. It was commonly 
believed by the Europeans that the Prophet's tomb was suspended 
between the floor and the ceiling of the vault where he was buried. This 
calumnious story about Prophet Muhammad resurfaces in Southey's 
RodeHck. the Last of Goths (1814): 
They say, quoth one, that though the Prophet's soul 
Doth, with the black eyed Houris bathe in bliss, 
Life hath not left his body, which bears up 
By its miraculous power the holy tomb, 
And holds it, at Medina, in the air, 
Buoyant between the temple's floor and roof; 
And there the Angels fly to him with news 
From East, West, North and South, of what befalls 
His faithful people.'^ 
In the prose narrative of Lalla Rookh there is a baseless story 
about Prophet's pigeon : Fadladeen's "Koran, too supposed to be the 
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identical copy between the leaves of which Mahomet's favourite pigeon 
used to nestle" (p. 119). In The Loves of the Angels Moore goes on to 
exploit this story : "The Dove, or pigeon, which attended Mahomet as his 
Familiar, and was frequently seen to whisper into his ear, was, if I 
recollect right, one of that select number of animals... which were 
thought by the Prophet worthy of admission into Paradise".'^ 
Monker 1LR(VPK1366) 
According to the Muslim belief, Monkir and Nakir are the two 
angels who interrogate the dead and, if necessary, punish them in their 
graves. The righteous faithful will be able to answer them correctly but 
the sinners and unbelievers will not be able to give any satisfactory 
answer. Mokanna's voice "deep and dread" is aptly described "As that 
of Monker, waking up the dead / From their first sleep" (LR.VPK 1365-
1367). It heightens the effect of dread and awe about Mokanna. Byron 
also makes reference to Monkir in The Giaour. 
Moussa 3 LR(VPK 15, 143, 1709) 
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It is the Arabic name for the Biblical Prophet Moses. In the Quran 
he is presented as an outstanding Messenger who produced many 
miracles. 
In the poem Moore refers to the "gleams, miraculously shed / O'er 
Moussa's cheek, when down the mount he trod, / All glowing from the 
presence of his God!" (LR , VPK 14-16). 
Mufti 1 Letter II (p.309) 
It is derived from the word 'fatwa' and stands for the opinion on a 
point of law, the term 'law' applying in Islam, to all civil and religious 
matters. The person who gives a fatwa, or is engaged in that professsion 
is a Mufti. The Mufti played a considerable part in building up the 
structure of Islamic law. Moore mentions Mufti only in passing and has 
nothing in particular against him. On the contrary, many English writers 
have portrayed Mufti in negative terms; he is often depicted as a 
hypocrite, greedy and unscruplous person, as for example, in Dryden's 
Don Sebastian. 
Mussalman 4 LR (p.6, 119, 522, 254) 
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The Arabic word Muslim means "one submitting oneself to God". 
The Persian plural of this is Musliman, which appears to have been 
adopted as a singular, and the word Musliman or Musalman thus formed. 
In keeping with the Western Oriental tradition Moore possesses 
very little understanding of what a true Muslim is, hence he very 
sarcastically depicts Fadladeen as a true Mussalman. Further, he goes on 
to mention a ridiculous report about Muslim's revulsion for lizards. As a 
pleasant contrast, Byron's attitude towards Islam and Muslims is not 
hostile and is not vitiated by such prejudice. He portrays his characters 
invoking Allah in times of crisis, and emphasizes their adherence to the 
Islamic values and norms. 
Musnud 2 i R (p.53, VPK 1012) 
The word is derived from Arabic language and it denotes a large 
cushion used by the royalty in place of a throne. Moore knows this and 
writes in his note ''' that "Musnads are cushioned seats, usually reserved 
for persons of distinction". 
Nazir 2 LK (p.4, p.253) 
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The Arabic word 'nazir' literally meaning 'inspector' stands for 
the native official in the British Indian Courts. In Lalla Rookh Fadladeen 
acts and behaves like a proverbial Nazir; he is critical of other people's 
actions but is always full of praise for his king. He believed in the 
saying: "Should the prince at noon-day say, 'It is night' , declare that 
you behold the moon and stars." (LR p.5) 
Nemrod 1 LR (VPK 524) 
Nemrod was a king during the time of Prophet Abraham who 
claimed divinity . He wanted to build a tower to demonstrate his power. 
Moore refers to Mokanna's 'believers' as even bolder than Nemrod who 
attempted to rise to heaven 'By nonsense heap'd on nonsense'. ( LR 
,VPK 525) 
Omar 1 ToLadyJ*R**Y (p.493) 
Omar Farooq is the second caliph of the Muslims. Charges have 
been labelled against him that he burned down the library of Alexandria. 
This allegation is totally baseless as the aforesaid library was destroyed 
before the Muslim rule. Moore effectively puts to use this medieval 
notion of Muslims' supposed aversion to knowledge : 
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Oh albums, albums, how dread 
Your everlasting scrap and scrawl! 
How often wish that fi*om the dead, 
Old Omar would pop forth his head. 
And make a bonfire of you all ! 
(p. 493) 
Omras lXR(p. 151) 
The Arabic word 'Omras', plural of "Amir", is applied collectively 
to the higher officials, especially at the Mughal court. Moore is apt in his 
use of this word when he talks about the Omras who accompanied Lalla 
Rookh on her journey. 
Parviz 1LR(VPK1684) 
Moore alludes to Khusraw II (590-628), the last great Sasanid 
monarch, also known as Parviz, the victorious, for his immense wealth 
and treasures. He is also the protagonist of Khusraw wa Shirin. the 
second poem of Nizami's Khamsa. 
Peri 27 LE (VPK 839,p.l24 (2), PAP 1, 39, 50 ,79, 99, 115, 142, 
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302, 317, 321, 336, 344, 380, 422, 477, 501, 10, 148, FW 
1425,2193,2223,155,306,519) 
The Persian word Peri stands for an imaginary winged creature. 
They became a familiar species in English literature through the Arabian 
Nights which abounds in their description. They form the crux of the 
second tale of LallaRookh. "Paradise And The Peri". 
Rustam 2 LR(p.6, FW 730) 
He is the principal hero of the Iranian epic, especially in Firdausi's 
Shahnama. He is portrayed as a man of immense strength and power 
which he imbibed through his mother, who descended from the 'dragon-
king' Dahhak. Moore alludes to Rustam's famous combat with the white 
devil. 
Sadi 3LR(p.5,p.l21,p.l22) 
Moore alludes to Sadi (1213-1292), the great Persian poet and 
appreciates his sententious style of writing. Moore displays his 
knowledge about the Orient by quoting a line or two from Sadi's much 
acclaimed work Gulistan . Reference to Sadi is found also in Byron's 
The Bride of Abydos. 
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Seth 1 LQA (p.293) 
Moore alludes to Seth the third son of Adam and Eve. When 
Adam died, he made him his heir and executor of his will. The genealogy 
of mankind is traced to him, since Abel did not leave any heirs and 
Cain's heirs were lost in flood. 
Queen of Seba/ Saba 1 LR (VPK 796, 1137) 
Moore alludes to Bilquis the queen of Saba, who got married to 
king Soloman when she embraced Islam. In both the allusions Moore 
highlights the beauty of Queen Saba and her love with King Solomon. 
ShahJehan lLR(p.l l8) 
Shah Jehan (1592-1666) was the son of the Mughal emperor, 
Jehangir. He ascended to throne in 1628. Moore alludes to his 
magnificence in his adornment of the towns of Agra and Delhi. 
Sherbets 3 LR (FW 339, p.200, p.252) 
The Persian word 'sherbet' denotes a drink of diluted fruit juice 
with a cooling effect. In "The Fire Worshippers"; Moore describes Hinda 
taking to her father, the Emir Al-Hassan, 'cool sherbets and flowers'. At 
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another place when Lalla Rookh and her troop feel tired 'the violet 
sherbets were hastily handed round'. It captures well the Oriental socio-
cultural life and food habits. 
Shia/Shiite 1 LE (p.53) 2 Letter VI "From Abdallah, In London, 
to Mohassan , In Ispahan" ( p. 312,313) 
The Arabic word "Shia" refers to the followers of a sect among 
Muslims who believe that Ali was Muhammad's rightful successor and 
regard the Imams, his descendants, as the true successors to the 
caliphate. The followers of this sect are found mainly in Iran. 
The theme of sectarian dispute between Shias and Sunnis is taken 
up by Moore in "From Abdallah, In London, to Mohassan, In Ispahan" : 
You know our Sunnites, - hateful dogs! 
Whom every pious Shiite flogs 
Or longs to flog- 't is true, they pray 
To God, but in an ill-bred way 
(p.312) 
Shirine 1 LR (p.2^ 
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Moore alludes to the beauty of Shirine, the heroine of Nizami's 
romantic epic, Khusraw wa Shirine. Lalla Rookh is described as more 
beautiflil than Shirine or any other heroine of the Orient. 
Simoom 1LR(PAP188) 
The Arabic word 'Simoom' refers to hot, dry, dust-laden wind 
sweeping across deserts. In Oriental tradition it has come to symbolize 
something violent, destructive, deadly and ruinous. Moore aptly brings 
out the destructive nature of plague by comparing it to Simoom: 
The Demon of the Plague hath cast 
From his hot wing a deadlier blast, 
More mortal far than ever came 
From the red desert's sands of flame ! 
So quick, that every living thing 
Of human shape, touch'd by his wing, 
Like plants where the simoom hath past. 
At once falls black and withering! 
(LR, PAP 182-189) 
Simoorgh 1 LE (FW 596) 
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Simurgh is a mythical bird and in the Persian heroic tradition it is 
presented as the guardian bird of Zal and Rustam. In the fight of Rustam 
with Isfandiyar, the bird extracted arrows from the body of Rustam and 
cured his wounds by means of her feathers. Moore alludes to Simurgh's 
feather being worn by the warriors to ensure their victory in battle : 
enchanted kings, 
Who, in their fairy helms, of yore, 
A feather from the mystic wings 
Of the simoorgh resistless wore . 
(LE, FW 593-596) 
Sindbad 1 The Irish Slave (p.348) 
Sindbad appears as a wealthy Iraqi wanderer in the Arabian 
Nights. This wanderer engages in seven voyages and finds himself 
engulfed in several perilous yet adventurous situations. Moore alludes to 
the old Man of the sea who clung long to Sindbad's back and 
metaphorically came to symbolise a burden or annoyance that is difficult 
to remove : 
"Who, a clog for ever on Truth's advance, 
Hangs round her (like the Old Man of the Sea 
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Round Sindbad's neck), nor leaves a chance 
Of shaking him off- is't he ? is't he ? 
( The Irish Slave, p.346) 
Soliman /Soloman 4 LR (VPK 127, 607, LH 166, p. 155) 
King Solomon or Sulaiman is an outstanding personality in 
Muslim tradition. Special emphasis was placed on his wonderful powers 
of magic and divination. He had admirable endowments, he was 
acquainted with the speech of birds and animals and Genii obeyed his 
command. At one place Moore alludes to "The flying throne of star 
taught Soliman!" (VPK 127) , a magic carpet of green silk for aerial 
transportation. On this he could leave Syria with all his equipment in the 
morning, and reach Afghanistan by evening. There is also the mention of 
"Seal of Solomon" (VPK 607) - a talismanic ring engraved with the 
name of God. 
Sooni lLR(p.53) 
1 Letter VI "From Abdallah, In London, To Mohassan , In 
Ispahan" (p.312,313) 
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The word "Sunni" literally means the 'People of the Path'. As a 
term it is applied to the great majority of Muslims, who accept the first 
four Caliphs as the rightful successors of Muhammad, and abide by the 
Sunna (the body of Islamic practice and customs as based on Prophet 
Muhammad's saying and deeds) along side the Quran as the religious 
authority. As already stated, Moore takes up the theme of sectarian 
disputes among Muslims in "From Abdallah, In London, To Mohassan, 
In Ispahan". 
Sultan 1 LR (FW 482) 
The Arabic word Sultan is the title of a ruling sovereign or a king, 
especially of a Muslim country. 
Sultana 5 LE (PAP 9, 177, p. 255(2) LH 179) 
The Arabic word Sultana is the title for a Sultan's wife or his 
mistress. Sultana also stands for the name of a beautiful bird and Moore 
rightly alludes to the 'purple wing'd Sultana' (PAP 177) 
Talisman 1 LR (FW 607) 
1 Has Sorrow Thy Young Days Shaded 
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Derived from the Arabic word 'tilism', it refers to a ring, stone or 
any other object marked with a sign or character that is thought to act as 
a charm — anything that produces extraordinary, magical effects. Moore 
must have come to know about this expression through the wide 
circulation of the Arabian Nights. It is not therefore astonishing to note 
that the expression occurs also in Beckford's Vathek and in Byron's 
"Turkish Tales" and also forms the title of Walter Scott's The Talisman . 
Tooba 1LR_(PAP113) 
Tooba is a mythical tree which is found in Muslim Paradise. In 
"Paradise and the Peri" the Peri is overjoyed as she is allowed to enter 
Paradise and she says good bye to all earthly things : 
Farewell, ye odours of earth, that die. 
Passing away like a lover's sigh! 
My feast is now of the tooba tree. 
Whose scent is the breath of eternity ! 
(LK, PAP 511-514) 
Wamak wa Ezra 1 LR (p.6) 
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Moore alludes to this Persian romance of a Pahlavi origin. At the 
end of twelfth century Mirza Muhammad Sadik wrote under the 
pseudonym of Nami, a romance in verse with the above title. 
Zemzem 1 LR (VPK 487) 
It is the sacred well of Makka. Zamzam in Arabic means 
'abundant water'. Muslim tradition connects the origin of this well with 
the story of Abraham. It was released by the Angel Gabriel to save Hagar 
and her son Ismail, who were dying of thirst in the desert. Pilgrims drink 
its water for its blessed healing property and take it home with them to 
give it to the sick. 
As already discussed, Mokanna tries to invert everything which is 
represented by Muslim faith. He is portrayed drinking exquisite varieties 
of wines, and the effect of these wines on him is similar to that of 
"Zemzem's Spring of Holiness" which "had power to freshen the soul's 
virtue into flower". 
ZaI 3 LE (p.6, FW 195, FW 730) 
Zal was the father of the great Iranian hero, Rustam. Zal and 
Rustam possessed great physical strength. Zal married Rudaba, the 
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daughter of the king of Kabul to which Moore alludes at the beginning 
ofLallaRookh. 
Zenana 1LR(PAP96) 
The Persian word 'Zenana' signifies the apartment of a house in 
which the women of the family are secluded. Moore is aware of this 
Muslim custom and alludes to 'Maidens within their pure Zenana'. 
Ziraleets 2 LR (VPK 1565, LH 94) 
Quavering or vibrating sounds uttered by Arab women as an 
expression of joy and exultation. Moore's usage of the word is 
appropriate. In Lalla Rookh when the troops of Mahadi triumph over 
those of Mokanna, ziraleets are being chanted. 
Zuleika ILRC VPK 1139) 
In Islamic tradition Zuleika is the wife of Potiphar who tried to 
seduce Joseph. The Persian poet Hafiz wrote a beautiful poem on this 
theme entitled Yousuf wa Zuleika . Moore must have been acquainted 
with Hafiz through Nott's translation. Azim finds himself in a very 
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enticing situation quite similar to that of Zuleika who was taken over by 
the beauty of Yousuf. 
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Lalla Rookh are from this edition, unless otherwise indicated. 
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immense poularity made such figures (Peri, Genii) very familiar in 
the West. 
12. Hafiz's influence on Byron is evident from his employment of 
hyacinthine imagery. This point is discussed in some detail by A.R. 
Kidwai in his Orientalism in Lord Byron's Turkish Tales. 
(Lewiston/Lampeter, USA, 1995) pp. 126-127. 
13. The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore, p.273. n.2. 
14. Selections fonTi the Letters of Robert Southey. ed. John Wood 
Warter (Longmans, 1856), I, pp. 77-78. 
15. Southey. The Poetical works of Robert Southey. (London. 1847). 
pp. 708-709. 
16. The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore. p.291. n.l. 
17. The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore. p.217. n.l. 
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Chapter 4 
MOORE^S ORIENTAL SIMILES 
One of the outstanding characteristics of Moore's style in his 
Oriental works — Lalla Rookh. The Loves of the Angels and 
'Ghazals'— is his dextrous use of figures of resemblance rather similes 
and metaphors in order to achieve poetic effect. Scattered throughout 
the above works are Oriental metaphors and similes which make 
passages much more vivid. These Oriental images besides serving other 
such functions, help considerably to give the poems an Oriental content 
and context. 
In the first story of Lalla Rookh — "The Veiled Prophet of 
Khorassan", Mokanna's figure and his nature is drawn with the help of a 
variety of similes. A certain kind of aura is associated with his 
personality and this is successfully brought out with the help of 
legendary Oriental characters. Mokanna's court is described in terms of 
pomp and majesty. The banners flowing above his head are compared to 
the "wings of the white birds that fan / The flying throne of star-taught 
Solimon" (LR ,VPK 126-127). King Solomon or Sulaiman is an 
outstanding personality in Islamic tradition. Moore alludes to the magic 
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carpet of green silk which Solomon used for aerial transportation. On 
this he could be transported with all his army and equipment to wherever 
he pleased. The army of birds flew with him thus forming a canopy to 
protect him from the sun. 
As the narrative proceeds, the reader realises that Mokanna is 
blasphemous, bent upon inverting the order of things as his voice 
"thrill'd like Alla's own" (LR,VPK 188). The anthropomorphic 
conception of Allah is contrary to the teachings of Quran and amounts to 
blasphemy. The only image used in the Quran to approximate Him to 
human imagination is that of light. By creating the situation of Heaven 
on Earth Mokanna is unwittingly presenting himself in a negative light. 
When Zelica visits Mokanna in his apartment she is shocked to see 
him drinking goblets of wine : 
Stood vases, filled with Kishmee's golden wine, 
And the red weepings of the Shiraz vine; 
Of which his curtain'd lips full many a draught 
Took zealously, as if each drop they quaff 'd, 
Like Zemzem's Spring of Holiness, had power 
To freshen the soul's virtues into flower! 
And still he drank and ponder'd, nor could see 
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Th' approaching maid, so deep his reverie; 
At length, with fiendish laugh, like that which broke 
From Eblis at the Fall of man,.... 
(LR,VPK 483-492) 
The Persian cities Shiraz and Kishmee were famous in the Orient for 
their exotic varieties of wines. Shiraz was famous for its red wine and 
Kishmee for its white wine. The above passage is significant for its 
evocation of a paradoxical similitude — the effect of the exotic wines 
which Mokanna is drinking is compared to the holy water of Zemzem in 
Islamic tradition, thus his laugh is fiendish and is akin to that of Eblis. 
Eblis is the Quranic equivalent of Satan. He was thrown out of heaven 
because he disobeyed Allah and thus became personification of 
disobedience. 
Later on, Mokanna's venomous nature is revealed through 
another Oriental simile. The words spoken by Mokanna to Zelica are as 
venomous as the Persian hot south wind of June and July when it passes 
over the Kerzrah flowers : 
With her hands clasp'd, her lips apart and pale , 
The maid had stood , gazing upon the Veil 
From which these words, like south winds through a fence 
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Of Kerzrah flowers , came filled with pestilence 
(LR,VPK 632-635) 
Mokanna's dreadful voice is compared to that of Monkir and Nakir — 
the inquisitors of the dead . This image rightly captures the terror and 
fear associated with Mokanna : 
Scarce had she said 
These breathless words, when a voice deep and dread 
As that of Monker, waking up the dead 
From their first sleep , — so startling 'twas to both, — 
(LR,VPK 1364-1367) 
Mokanna while comparing his "haram's loveliness" with the 
houris evokes the image of the Islamic paradise promised to the faithful: 
The haram's loveliness , white hands were seen 
Waving embroider'd scarves, whose motion gave 
A perfume forth, — like those the Houris wave, 
When beckoning to their bowers th' immortal Brave. 
(LR,VPK 157-160) 
The Quranic verse says : 
The righteous shall be given to drink 
Of pure wine ; the seal where of shall be musk' 
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Moore skillfully exploits this text to expose Mokanna's false promises to 
his votaries: 
And kindled up your souls, now sunk and dim, 
With that pure wine the Dark- eyed Maids above 
Keep, seal'd with precious musk, for those they love 
(LR,VPK 1856-1858) 
Mokanna unravels his fiendish nature and his evil purpose in a soliloquy. 
He compares himself with a falcon sweeping over whole mankind; thus 
showing his hatred towards the human race. The falcon is a bird of prey 
and points to Mokanna's attitude towards his votaries : 
Soon shall I plant this foot upon the neck 
Of your foul race, and without fear or check. 
Luxuriating in hate, avenge my shame, 
My deep-felt, long-nurst loathing of man's name ! — 
Soon, at the head of myriads, blind and fierce 
As hooded falcons, through the universe 
I'll sweep my darkening , desolating way, 
Weak man my instrument, curst man my prey ! 
(LR,VPK 501-508) 
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Mokanjia indulges in self-praise from time to time in order to 
boost his ego. He tells his votaries that the crown which he wears is 
divine and the light of it is such that it pales world's 'diadems', 
significantly as the stars fade out with the emergence of the sun on the 
horizon. The Orientals spend most of their time in the open and it is 
natural on their part to employ similes of stars and the mom : 
Glorious defenders of the sacred crown 
I bear from heaven, whose light nor blood shall drown 
Nor shadow of earth eclipse; before whose gems 
The paly pomp of this world's diadems, 
The crown of Gerashid, the pillar'd throne 
Of Parviz, and the heron crest that shone. 
Magnificent, o'er Ali's beauteous eyes, 
Fade like the stars when mom is in the skies ! 
(LR,VPK 1679-1686) 
Here Moore alludes to the throne of Parvez under which it is said there 
were a hundred vaults filled with immense treasures. He also talks of the 
ethereal beauty of the eyes of Ali as an epitome of perfection. 
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Mokanna, true to his evil nature, gives one last shock to his dying 
votaries, he unravels his horrible visage before his votaries and not the 
long promised redeeming light: 
But features horribler than hell e'er traced 
On its own brood; — no demon of the waste, 
No chuchyard ghole, caught lingering in the light 
Of the bless'd sun, e'er blasted human sight 
With lineaments so foul, so fierce, as those 
Th' imposter now, in grinning mockery, shows 
(LR,VPK 1934-1939) 
It is to be noted that the features of Mokanna are as venomous as his 
nature and are more deadly and foul than those of gholes — the desert 
demons appearing in varying shapes. This was his last tactic to give vent 
to his evil nature that the votaries should die in great trauma and agony, 
both physical and spiritual. 
The three main female figures in Lai la Rookh . Zelica, Hinda and 
Nourmahal play significant roles in their own ways. Their beauty and 
innocence is highlighted through various Oriental similes. When Zelica 
comes to know about the real evil nature of Mokanna, she wants to "fly 
to some benighted land" but Mokanna reminds her of her situation : 
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The puny bird that dares , with teasing hum, 
Within the crocodile's stretch'd jaws to come ! 
And so thou'lt fly, forsooth ? — what! give up all 
Thy chaste dominion in the Haram Hall, 
Where now to Love and now to Alia given, 
Half mistress and half saint, thou hang'st as even 
As doth Medina's tomb, 'twixt hell and heaven ! 
Thou'lt fly ? — as easily may reptiles run 
The gaunt snake once hath fix'd his eyes upon; 
As easily , when caught, the prey may be 
Pluck'd from his loving folds, as thou from me. 
(LE,VPK 708-718) 
This passage is significant owing to the preponderance of animal 
imagery. Mokanna compares Zelica to the 'puny bird' which dares to go 
into the crocodile's stretched jaws, thus comparing himself to the fiery 
crocodile. Again he goes on to draw the similitude of the snake and its 
prey — he says that no matter how hard she may fly she will be caught 
by him, A similar image is employed by Byron while highlighting the 
fierceness and aggressiveness of Giaour : 
And like the bird whose pinions quake 
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But cannot fly the gazing snake — 
Will others quail beneath his look, 
Nor 'scape the glance they scarce can brook 
In the above-quoted passage Moore also alludes to a baseless 
report about Prophet Muhammad and that his imposture continued even 
after death. Mokanna compares Zelica's position among his harem to 
Muhammad's coffin, v^hich Moore suspends at Madina. It was 
commonly believed that the Prophet's tomb was suspended between the 
floor and the ceiling of the vault where he was buried. Southey, like 
Moore also alludes to the story of Prophet Muhammad's coffin which, 
he says, is suspended by a miracle : 
Life hath not left his body, which bears up 
By its miraculous power the holy tomb, 
And holds it, at Medina, in the air, 
Buoyant between the temple's floor and roof 
In a true Oriental style Moore describes the beauty of the female 
figures in high-flown language . According to Edna Osborne " The idea 
of special beauty of the Oriental women, as well as of the houris and 
peris is not rarely introduced ... but Moore, in The Veiled Prophet, refers 
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more courteously to 'the small, half shut glances of Kathay'." * Moore 
eloquently describes the charms of Zelica thus : 
Lips in whose rosy labyrinth, when she smiled, 
The soul was lost; and blushes, swift and wild 
As are the momentary meteors sent 
Across th' uncalm but beauteous firmament 
(LR,VPK 374-377) 
Comparing beautiftil women with houris and peris is a common Oriental 
similitude; Mokanna compares the charms of his haram with rare and 
exquisite beauties — 'Mirzala's eyes', 'Arouya's cheeks', and 'lips that, 
like the seal of Solomon/ Have magic in their pressure'. (LR.VPK 602-
610) 
In "The Fire Worshippers" Hinda's figure is also drawn with the 
help of similitudes. She is described as "An image of youth's fairy 
Fountain/ Springing in a desolate mountain" (LR.FW 90-91). Moore 
devotes a full passage to describe Hinda's pure charm, her spotless 
beauty and her loveliness : 
Light as the angel shapes that bless 
An infant's dream, yet not the less 
Rich in all woman's loveliness; 
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With eyes so pure , that from their ray 
Dark vice would turn abash'd away, 
Blinded like serpents, when they gaze 
Upon the emerald's virgin blaze! 
(LR,FW 123-129). 
Hinda's purity is likened to an emerald which has power to destroy evil; 
personified by the serpent. Her personality is 'warm' as well as 
'shadowy' and enlivens the darkness itself. 
Hinda's innocent and coy nature is made all the more powerful by 
comparing and contrasting with the nature of her father, Al-Hassan : 
No ; — close within, in changeful fits 
Of cursing and of prayer, he sits 
In savage loneliness to brood 
Upon the coming night of blood, 
With that keen, second-scent of death, 
By which the vulture snuffs his food 
In the still warm and living breath ! 
(LR,FW 996-1002) 
And paradoxically 
While o'er the wave his weeping daughter 
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Is wafted from these scenes of slaughter, — 
As a young bird of Babylon 
Let loose to tell of victory won, 
Flies home, with wing, ah! not unstain'd 
By the red hands that held her chain'd. 
(LR,FW 1003-1008) 
In this brilliant comparison Moore likens Al-Hassan, the murderous 
father of Hinda to a vulture which has power to discern its prey. In stark 
contrast, Hinda, the innocent and beautiful daughter of Al-Hassan is 
compared to a meek pigeon injured by the doings of its fellowmen but let 
loose to tell of victory. 
In "The Light of the Harem", Selim longs for Nourmahal and 
describes her charms in the style of Persian poets : 
... — one smile of hers 
Is worth a world of worshippers. 
They but the star's adorers are 
She is the heaven that lights the star! 
(LR, LH 247-250) 
Nourmahal is compared also to a 'young musk - roe' to depict her youth 
and agility: 
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Then rapidly, with foot as light 
As the young musk - roe's, out she flew 
(LR,LH 313-314) 
For the Orientals the heat of the sun is a harsh reality and this they try to 
soften with the shades of trees which line the valleys and streams 
bubbling with crystal clear water that flow down the mountains. Almost 
all their concepts of felicity are taken from freshness and verdure. In 
"Paradise And the Peri" the Peri passes on through distant lands and 
crosses Egypt, where she sees a scene of complete serenity : 
'Twas a fair scene — a land more bright 
... Those groups of lovely date-trees bending 
Languidly their leaf-crown'd heads. 
Like youthful maids, when sleep descending 
Warns them to their silken beds 
(LR,PAP 158-166) 
In this passage the prominent Oriental imagery is that of date trees being 
compared to languid maids drooping into their beds. But ironically this is 
the landscape of disease and death the "Demon of the Plague" is 
infesting the region, more destructive than the 'desert simoom'. The 
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scene of the plague is so repulsive that even the "vultures turn away" and 
"only the fierce hyena stalks". (LR, PAP 182-203). 
The beauty of the landscape all the more accentuates the havoc 
done by plague. Moore has used the simile of "simoom" to illustrate the 
devastating and ruinous effect of the plague. Moore took his account of 
the "simoom" from Bruce ', eighteenth century traveller, Bruce gave a 
picturesque and realistic description of the 'simoom', the blast of the 
desert, thus familiarising the West to a painful reality of the Oriental life. 
Simoom and the desert made a deep impression on poetic minds and led 
to many descriptive and creative images in Romantic poetry. 
The image of simoom dominates Oriental poetry and occurs again 
and again in many poems. Byron brings out the forceful nature of Giaour 
through the simile of simoom : 
He came , he went, like the Simoom , 
That harbinger of fate and gloom. 
Beneath whose widely-w asting breath 
The very cypress droops to death ^. 
Southey also uses the image of the simoom to bring out Divine 
justice — The magician Abdaldar's hand is blasted when he is about to 
assasinate Thalaba : 
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... Over Thalaba 
He stands, and lifts the dagger to destroy. 
Before his lifted arm received 
Its impulse to descend, 
The Blast of the Desert came, 
Prostrate in prayer, the pious family 
Felt not the Simoom pass, 
They rose, and lo! the sorcerer lying dead. 
Holding the dagger in his blasted hand .^ 
Thus the simoom in Romantic poetry becomes a powerfiil symbol of 
things deadly and ruinous in their effect. In "The Fire Worshippers", 
Hinda when captured by the Ghebers is in a pathetic condition, she is 
shocked to realize that the chief of Ghebers, Hafed is her lover and her 
plight is described thus : 
Moments there are, and this was one. 
Snatch'd like a minute's gleam of sun 
Amid the black simoom's eclipse 
(LR,FW 1487-1489) 
The power of simoom is such that it engulfs everything within its reach 
and to catch even a glimpse of the sun is a great relief. Same is the 
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condition of Hinda, she is taken as a captive by tiie Ghebers but the voice 
of her lover gives her great reHef in thai bleak situation. 
Desert is a reality for the Orientals and in "The Fire Worshippers" 
Moore evokes a powerful image of another desert phenomenon : 
May he, at last, with lips of flame 
On the parch'd desert thirsting die. 
While lakes that shone in mockery nigh 
Are fading off, untouch'd untasted, 
Like the once glorious hopes he blasted ! 
And when from earth his spirit flies, 
Just Prophet, let the damn'd one dwell 
Full in the sight of Paradise, 
Beholding heaven, and feeling hell ! 
(LR, FW 947-955) 
Here Moore employs another Oriental similitude and evokes the image 
of desert and mirage. The person who has betrayed Ghebers is cursed of 
dying a death of unfulfilled desires. 
Southey also projects a vivid description of mirage and the desert 
in Thalaba: 
The hot air quivers, and the sultry mist 
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Floats O'er the desert with a show 
Of distant waters, mocking their distress . 
In Quran the image of the mirage is evoked in spiritual terms. The works 
of unbelievers are compared to the "the vapour in a plain, which the 
thirsty traveller thinketh to be water, until when he cometh thereto, he 
fmdeth to be nothing" .^ Moore and Southey must have taken their 
account of mirage from Sale's note to ihe above Quranic verse : "The 
Arabic word Serab signifies that false appearance which, in the eastern 
countries, is often seen in sandy plains about noon, resembling a large 
lake of water in motion, and is occasioned by the reverberation of the 
sunbeams" '^ . 
In 'The Fire Worshippers' , Hinda is reared in such an atmosphere 
that unconsciously she hates the Ghebers and they bring to her mind all 
the negative images. For her the Ghebers are like "Mecca's godless 
enemies", as venomous as the scorpions but they have been destroyed 
and defeated and they are lying in their " last deadly venomous fold" : 
Those towers, that make her life-blood freeze, 
Where Mecca's godless enemies 
Lie, like beleaguer'd scorpions, roll'd 
In their last deadly venomous fold 
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(LR,FW 1240-1243) 
When captured and taken to the mountain stronghold of the 
Ghebers, Hinda perceives that their hideout is dangerous, gloomy and 
spells evil. Here Moore displays his ability to evoke strong animal 
imagery relating to the Orient: 
Through damp and gloom, — 'mid crash of boughs 
And fall of loosen'd crags that rouse 
The leopard from his hungry sleep, 
Who, starting , thinks each crag a prey, 
And long is heard from steep to steep. 
Chasing them down their thundering way ! 
The jackal's cry, — the distant moan 
Of the hyena, fierce and lone ; 
And that eternal, saddening sound 
Of torrents in the glen beneath 
(LR,FW 1313-1322) 
For the Western writers, the Orient is distant and vague and thus it 
symbolises a land of fulfilment, something which can be hoped for and 
dreamt of. It offers a place of perpetual bliss and peace. Moore very 
successfully evokes the Oriental landscape in Lalla Rookh. For the 
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Western writers the charm of the Orient lies in its landscape and 
environment. For Moore it is an ideal landscape, free from disease and 
defect. 
The opening scene of "The Fire Worshippers" is firmly located in 
the Levant; the description is not just exotic but has an Islamic colour : 
'Tis moonlight over Oman's sea; 
Her banks of pearl and palmy isles 
Bask in the night beam beauteously. 
And her blue waters sleep in smiles. 
'Tis moonlight in Harmozia's walls, 
And through her Emir's porphyry halls, 
Where, some hours since, was heard the swell 
Of trumpet and the clash of zel, 
Bidding the bright-eyed sun farewell, 
The peaceful sun, whom better suits 
The music of the bulbul's nest, 
Or the light touch of lovers' lutes. 
To sing him to his golden rest! 
All hush'd -there's not a breeze in motion; 
The shore is silent as the ocean. 
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If zephyrs come, so light they come, 
Nor leaf is stirr'd nor wave is driven ; — 
The wind-tower on the Emir's dome. 
Can hardly win a breath from heaven. 
(LR,FW1-19) 
The scene is of complete harmony and "The distancing, idealising 
and exotic elements blend effortlessly in this style"''. The scene is 
soothing and serene — the moonlight, the bank, the isles and the 'blue 
waters sleep in smiles'. There is the mention of bulbul's song and 
'lovers' lutes and the prevailing silence and breathlessness. But 
ironically the passage unfolds an undercurrent of clash and tension 
which is emphasised by the 'swell of trumpet' and the 'clash of zel'. The 
tranquillity of moonlight, bulbul's music and lover's lute are in sharp 
contrast with the clash between the Ghebers and the conquering Arabs. 
The description closes with the subtle Oriental image of "The wind-
tower on the Emir's dome can hardly win a breath from heaven'. Moore 
authenticates this detail through a note from de Bruyn: "At Gambaroon 
and other places in Persia, they have towers for the purpose of catching 
the wind, and cooling the houses" . Although it evokes " a superb image 
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of complete atmospheric stillness" but ironically "it calls on an 
awareness of the tower as a symbol and mark of Oriental despotism"'^. 
In another instance Moore beautifully evokes the scene of 
morning in the Oriental land : 
The morn hath risen clear and calm, 
And O'er the Green sea palely shines, 
Revealing Bahrein's groves of palm. 
And lighting Kishma's amber vines. 
(LR, FW 460-464) 
Moore is faithful to the Oriental details in a general way. In "The 
Light of the Harem" Moore sketches pastoral landscape and talks of the 
vale of Kashmir, particularly at the time of Feast of roses. The summer 
evening during this time is described as a "bride, full of blushes, when 
lingering at night ere she goes" (LR, LH 7-8). The place looks just 
wonderful by moonlight: 
...— When mellowly shines 
The light O'er its palaces, gardens, and shrines; 
When the waterfalls gleam like a quick fall of stars, 
And the nightingales hymn from the Isle of chenars 
And the wind, full of wantonness, woos like a lover; 
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The young aspen-trees till they tremble all over; 
When the East is as warm as the light of first hopes, 
And Day, with his banner of radiance unfurl'd 
(LR,LH 15-30) 
The scene is filled with aroma of roses, the music of the nightingale and 
above all here the wind "woos like a lover". Moore successfully puts to 
use the flora of the Orient and creates new patters of similes, metaphors 
and symbols. 
Moore's description of the beautiful scenery is criticised by Victor 
Jacquemont, a naturalist who travelled for the Paris Museum of Natural 
History: "Thomas Moore is not only a perfumer but a liar to boot. I am 
now pursuing the same route that Lalla Rookh formerly did; and I have 
scarcely seen a tree since I left Delhi".'^ Some of the reviewers of Lalla 
Rookh severely criticised Moore's sensuous Oriental imagery. One critic 
declares that after reading Lalla Rookh. the reader longs for a garden of 
leeks and onions to relieve the senses and to avoid dying "of a rose in 
aromatic pain"^^. And the other critic says that : "the style which Mr. 
Moore has chosen, is that which beyond any other is liable to cloy".'^ 
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Jefferey gives a mixed response to the Orientalism in Lai la Rookh: 
he opens his review v i^th praise but gradually shows his disapproval for 
the use of an excessive sensual imagery : 
The beauteous forms, the dazzling 
splendours , the breathing odours of the 
East, seem at last to have found a 
kindred poet in that green isle of the 
West, whose genius has long been 
suspected to be. derived from a 
warmer clime, and now wantons and 
luxuriates in those voluptuous regions, as 
if it felt that it had at length regained its 
native element .... There is not, in the 
volume before us, a simile or description, 
a name , a trait of history , or allusion 
of romance which belongs to 
European experience; or does not 
indicate an entire familiarity with the 
life, the dead nature, and the learning of 
the East. 
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However, he quickly adds : 
... the effect of the whole is to mingle a 
certain feeling of disappointment with 
that of admiration ! .... to dazzle, more 
than to enchant — and, in the end , more 
frequently to startle the fancy, and 
fatigue the attention, by the constant 
succession of glittering images and high 
— strained emotions, than to maintain a 
rising interest, or win a growing 
sympathy, by a less profuse or more 
systematic display of attractions. 
The Persian fable of Gul and Bulbul i.e. Rose and the Nightingale 
is commonly celebrated by the Oriental poets. The attachment of the 
nightingale to the rose is highlighted variously, the nightingale longs for 
and sings love lores for his beloved rose. These Oriental images relating 
to 'Gul' and 'Bulbul' occur again and again in Moore's Oriental works. 
When Zelica comes to know about the death of Azim she is 
heartbroken, with the passage of time she overcomes the initial shock but 
is never the same again and when she sang to her lute : 
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'Twas like the notes, half ecstasy , half pain, 
The bulbul utters, err her soul depart. 
When, vanquished by some minstrel's powerful art. 
She dies upon the lute whose sweetness broke her heart 
(LR,VPK 278-281) 
Here Zelica's song is compared with that of bulbul which is an amalgam 
of ecstasy and pain. Ecstasy is owing to the love which she feels and the 
pain arises from the suffering and separation from her beloved. 
The image of the rose and the nightingale occurs again in "The 
Fire Worshippers". Hinda blindfolded finds herself in the custody of 
Ghebers and at that moment she hears the soft, eloquent voice of her 
lover. Being blindfolded, she is in a dilemma and ponders thus over her 
condition: 
Oh sooner shall the rose of May 
Mistake her own sweet nightingale, 
And to some meaner minstrel's lay 
Open her bosom's glowing veil. 
Than love shall ever doubt a tone, 
A breath, of the beloved one ! 
(LR,FW 1344-1349) 
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In "The Light of the Harem", Selim feels disenchanted and 
disheartened, since his beloved Nourmahal is not in his company. Here 
Moore compares Selim with the love lom nightingale and Nourmahal 
with the rose to describe Selim's gloom at the feast of roses : 
... — the cheeks are pale 
The eyes are dim; though rich the spot 
With every flower this earth has got, 
What is it to the nightingale, 
If there his darling rose is not ? 
(LR,LH 239-243) 
Describing the attachment of the nightingale with the rose , the great 
Persian poet Jami says : 
When the rose of the secret had opened and blown, 
t o 
The voice of reproach was a bulbul in tone. 
Moore adopted the very form of Persian Ghazal or "Gazel", as he 
calls it. Moore's Gazel is an address to his beloved Maami and contains a 
popular Persian conceit that the rose scatters its petals not in vain but to 
display his passion for the nightingale : 
O haste, for this impatient heart, 
Is like the rose in Yemen's vale, 
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That rends its inmost leaves apart, 
With passion for the nightingale; 
So languishes this soul for thee 
My bright and blushing Maami. 
Hafiz, the great Persian poet, also discusses the attachment of the 
love-struck nightingale for the beautiful rose : 
The love struck nightingale's delightfiil strain. 
The larks' resounding notes are heard again; 
Again the rose, to hail spring's festive day. 
From the cold house of sorrow hastes away. 
In Moore's poem 'From Abdallah in London to Mohassan in 
Ispahan', Abdallah sends his 'Gazel'to his beloved, the 'Syrian Rose' 
and asks his friend Mohassan to throw it over her mother's wall at night: 
The tender Gazel I enclose 
Is for my love, my Syrian Rose ~ 
Take it when night begins to fall, 
And throw it O'er her mother's wall.^' 
In Byron's The Bride of Abydos Zuleika expresses her love for 
Selim through this image of Gul and Bulbul: 
'This rose to calm my brother's cares 
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A message from the Bulbul bears 
It says tonight he will prolong 
For Selim's ear his sweetest song — ^ ^ 
Persian, Arabic and Turkish legends provided the Romantics with 
fresh material in abundance. These legends supplied many mythological 
allusions which were used by the Romantics for decorative, didactic and 
symbolic purposes. The names of many legendary characters and stories 
of diferrent angels (e.g. Azrael, Israfil etc.) were effectively put to use. 
Moore also used these Islamic lores and legends to dress up his ideas and 
thoughts in new clothes and to create new patterns of similes and 
metaphors. 
In "The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan" Mokanna plans to entice 
Azim by the beauties and luxuries which his haram can boast of. But all 
these luxuries have a premonition of impiety and evil, thus instead of 
evoking some positive image these bring to the mind the negative image 
of Shaddad's paradise and its destruction by God : 
So on, through scenes past all imagining, — 
More like the luxuries of that impious king 
Whom Death's dark angel, with his lightening torch, 
Struck down and blasted even in pleasure's porch 
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(LR, VPK 77-880) 
Legend has it that Shaddad built the paradise dislclaiming the 
Paradise of God — He thought that there is nothing which cannot be 
imitated and therefore embarked on a plan of making a Paradise for 
himself. Shaddad was destroyed before entering his paradise but the city, 
as the tradition goes, is still standing in the deserts of Aden preserved by 
providence as a monument of Divine Justice. 
Southey's Thalaba (Book I) is based on the Irem legend and 
Coleridge's 'pleasure dome' in Kubla Khan derives its inspiration from 
the Paradise and 'lofty structures' of the Adite king, Shaddad. 
The Quran speaks of the Adite kingj^Shaddad ahd^his garden city 
of Irem thus : 
Hast thou not seen how thy lord dealt with Ad, 
At Irem adorned with lofty structures 
Whose like have not been reared in the lands. 
And withThamod... 
And with Pharoah... 
Who all committed excesses in the lands. 
And multiplied wickedness therein 
Wherein thy Lord let loose on them a mingled 
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Scourge of chastisement. 
As already discussed Azim finds himself in a very enticing situation : 
Here fond Zuleika wooes with open arms 
The Hebrew boy, who flies from her young charms, 
Yet, flying, turns to gaze, and , half undone. 
Wishes that heaven and she could both be won! 
And here Mohammed, bom for love and guile. 
Forgets the Koran in his Mary's smile; 
Then beckons some kind angel from above 
With a new text to consecrate their love! 
(LR,VPK 1139-1146) 
This passage is significant as it alludes to two legends about the 
Orient. The first is related to Yousuf and Zuleika. The beauty of Yousuf 
was such that even Zuleika was enticed by it, Hafiz's famous poem is 
based on this legend : 
Beauty has such resistless power. 
That even the chaste Egyptian dame 
Sigh'd for the blooming Hebrew boy : 
For her how fatal was the hour. 
When to the banks of Nilus came 
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A youth so lovely and so coy. 
The second legend relates a calumnous story about Prophet Muhammad 
and his Copt wife Maria. 
In "The Fire Worshippers" and "The Light of the Harem", Moore 
draws on the legend of angel Israfil, though inaccurately: 
Where, some hours since, his voice's tone 
Had come to sooth her fears and ills, 
Sweet as the angel Israfil's, 
When every leaf on Eden's tree 
Is trembling to his minstrelsy 
The Georgian's song was scarcely mute. 
When the same measure, sound for sound. 
Was caught up by another lute 
And so divinely breathed around, 
That all stood hush'd and wondering. 
And tum'd and look'd into the air. 
As if they thought to see the wing 
Of Israfil, the Angel, there ; — 
( iR ,LH 633-640) 
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Moore compares the sweet voice of Hafed and the song of 
Georgian maid with that of Angel Israfil. This is an incongruity on 
Moore's part, since far from being the angel of music Israfil is the Angel 
who will blow the trumpet on the Last Day for Judgement. 
Another mythological story from the Orient which had great 
fascination for the Romantics was of the angels Harut and Marut. This 
story furnished a suitable medium for the expression of moral and 
philosophical truths. Southey copied out the entire story in his Common 
Place Book from Sale's translation of The Koran , and used it in Thalaba. 
Thomas Moore discerned in the characters of Harut and Marut a 
beautiful allegory of the 'fall of soul from its original purity' and adapted 
the fable in his poem, The Loves of the Angels, to show the loss of light 
which the soul suffers "in the pursuit of this world's perishable pleasures 
- and punishments, both from conscience and Divine justice with which 
impurity, pride and presumptuous enquiry into the awful secrets of 
Heaven are sure to be visited".^^ 
Moore's observations on the hour of Muslim sunset prayer are 
characterized by great piety and appreciation : 
But hark ! the vesper call to prayer, 
As slow the orb of daylight sets, 
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Is rising sweetly on the air, 
From Syria's thousand minarets! 
The boy has started from the bed 
Of flowers, where he had laid his head. 
And down upon the fragrant sod 
Kneels, with his forehead to the south. 
Lisping th' etemal name of God 
From purity's own cherub mouth. 
And looking, while his hands and eyes 
Are lifted to the glowing skies. 
Like a stray babe of Paradise, 
Just lighted on that flowery plain, 
And seeking for its home again ! 
Oh, 'twas a sight — that heaven that child— 
A scene, which might have well beguiled 
E'en haughty Eblis of a sigh 
For glories lost and peace gone by ! 
(LR, PAP 440-458) 
Significantly, the call of prayer is rising 'sweetly' from the 'minarets*. 
The boy in obeisance rises from the bed of flowers and with great 
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reverence bows his forehead in the direction of Makka. The child is 
innocence personified; he becomes the part and parcel of the beautifUl 
Oriental landscape and contributes to the picture of perfect bliss. The 
scene is so serene and blissful that it could have made even Eblis sigh 
and long for the happiness and glories of Aden. The feeling of the whole 
passage is Islamic, although in a generalized way. Moore's regard for 
and understanding of Islam and its rituals cannot be doubted. This may 
be cited as the finest Oriental piece in English literature. 
Byron and Southey both delineate the same scene of the hour of 
Muslim prayer, though with a great difference. Byron says : 
Hark ! from the mosque the nightly solemn sound 
The Muezzin's call doth shake the minaret 
'There is no God but God! to prayer — lo! God is great!^^ 
Southey portrays it thus : 
But when the Cryer from the minaret 
Proclaims the midnight hour, 
Hast thou the heart to see her ? 
In the Meidan now 
The clang of clarions and of drums 
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Accompanied the sun's descent 
Dost thou not pray, my son ?^ ^ 
Byron has used this image in The Siege as well "to accentuate the 
atmosphere of the impending war"^^: 
As rose the Muezzin's voice in air 
In midnight call to wonted prayer; 
It rose ; that chaunted mournful strain; 
Like some lone Spirit's O'er the plain : 
'Twas musical, but sadly sweet^° 
Both Southey and Byron write about midnight call to prayer but there is 
no such prayer in Islam. In Moore's case the Muezzin's call is "rising 
sweetly on the air" and Byron also describes it as 'solemn', 'musical' and 
'sweet'. Both Byron and Moore are alive to its melody and sweetness 
and both are struck by the resounding and pervasive effect it has on the 
surroundings. While this sympathetic appreciation of Muezzin's call is 
missing in Southey's poetry. 
In his use of Oriental similes, and Oriental imagery Moore is 
largely faithful. Moore is quite successful in transforming his Oriental 
similes into a symbolic medium to achieve his political concerns. Moore 
presents the Oriental beliefs and customs as genuinely and accurately as 
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possible from his extensive reading about the Orient. He approaches the 
Orient with much larger sympathies and thus his Orientalism is more 
exact than that of Southey's, although they both share the same sources 
on the Orient. 
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Chapter 5 
MOORE^S ORIENTAL CHARACTERS 
The characters and sentiments of Lalla 
Rookh belong to the poetry of rational, 
honourable, considerate and humane 
Europe; and not to the childishness, 
cruelty and profligacy of Asia. So far as 
we have yet seen, there is no sound sense, 
firmness of purpose, or principled 
goodness, except among the natives of 
Europe, and their genuine descendents. 
Jefferey is of the view that Moore successfully and dexterously 
blended the fascinating aspects of Eastern customs with "principled 
goodness" of the West and thereby redeemed the Oriental characters. In 
a finer strain of European snobbery he asserts that it is the "rational, 
honourable, considerate, and humane Europe" to which the poem 
belongs, not "to the childishness, cruelty, and profligacy of Asia." The 
aim of this chapter is to study and analyse the Oriental characters of 
Thomas Moore. But before embarking on this , it will be appropriate to 
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make a brief study of the tradition of Oriental characters in English 
literary history. 
A Muslim was viewed as the progeny of the devil and the Prophet 
Muhammad as an impostor by the medieval West. The more polemical 
view was that the Prophet Muhammad was a god who was worshipped 
by the Saracens.^ 
Chanson de Geste or The Songs of Geste. the oral poetry of 
medieval France, stand out as the earliest source for studying the 
representation of Oriental characters. Although the Songs were primarily 
written for entertainment but they represent Islam as a decadent religion 
and, in turn, denounce Islamic practices of woman's segregation, 
polygamy and divorce. They also attribute traits of sexual promiscuity 
and barbarity to Muslims. They represent a distorted image of Islam as is 
pointed out by Norman Daniel: 
... the Saracen religion in the Songs.relates 
to actual facts about Islam in the same 
way as a distorting mirror twists a real 
object into an unrecognizable travesty.^ 
In short. The Songs betray a paucity of authentic information and they 
are 
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tethered to the age-old misconceptions about Muslims and their religious 
beliefs and practices: 
...Seen as disciples of the devil, Muslims 
appear in The Songs as physical 
monstrosities, usually in the form of 
giants with horns and black in colour 
and given to violence and bloodshed . 
Being non-Christians, or rather un-
Christians, they are perceived as immoral, 
indulging in cannibalism, polygamy and 
buying and selling women and slaves. On 
them are heaped all sorts of derogatory 
epithets and insulting remarks. 
Occasionally they receive a little 
admiration for their bravery in resisting 
the Crusaders, yet not only do the 
Saracens always suffer a crushing and 
humiliating defeat at the hands of 
Christians, they also at the first available 
opportunity recant and denounce their 
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religion and redeem themselves by 
embracing Christianity...'' 
Such stereotypes are also reflected in other major works of the 
period. Piers the Plowman, a popular work of fourteenth century, refers 
to Prophet Muhammad as a cardinal who had fled from Rome after he 
failed to become Pope. After coming to Arabia he revolted against 
Christianity in order to become the Prophet of a new dogma. Thus indeed 
"medieval literature was the main popularizer of false and distorted 
information about the East."^ 
In the Renaissance period too, the image of a Turk or Muslim 
evoked a host of negative connotations in the Western mind. Richard 
Knolle's The General History of the Turks (1603^ served as the standard 
work on Turkish history for Western writers. However, it is vitiated with 
unreliable information and prejudice. These prejudices in turn, are 
played up by the playwrights of the day, as is evident from Marlowe's 
Tamburlaine (1590) and the Jew of Malta (1592), Thomas Kyd's The 
Tragedy of Soliman and Perseda (1599), Fulke Greville's The Tragedy 
of Mustapha (1609), John Mason's The Turk (1610) and Ladwick 
Carell's The Famous Tragedy of Osmond the Great Turk (1657). 
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In most of these plays Muslims or Turks are depicted as sensual, 
proud, passionate, cruel and tyrarmical. These plays revolve around the 
horror, revenge, intrigue and treachery associated with Muslims. The 
stereotype Oriental character portrayed in these plays is of an Oriental 
monarch (the Sultan) who is tyrannical and wicked. The most wicked 
activity in which he indulges is of separating two virtuous lovers. The 
female character is the naive and voluptuous Oriental beauty and her 
saviour is the Christian Westerner who makes his appearance in order to 
rescue and redeem her. Although the maiden is gullible but at the same 
time she is the epitome of faithfulness. Owing to the sheer force of her 
love she is ready to face death, rather be separated from her lover or 
become the mistress of the despot. The second type of Oriental female is 
the intriguing Oriental beauty who provokes fatal confrontation among 
her lovers. These suitors in their pursuit lose their lives by indulging in 
mutual combat and rivalry. Consequently, throughout all the Western 
historical and literary writings, the Turks are represented with such 
negative connotations as cruelty, barbarism, religious fanaticism, 
espionage etc. These negative images were the direct result of the Fall of 
Constantinople and internecine wars between Christian Europe and 
Muslim Turkey. The Turks figure in many literary pieces of the day. 
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These works represent images of the harem life, women in the Turkish 
harem and Sultan, Sultana and Pasha in terms of the exotic. 
The ugliest and derogatory diatribe against the Oriental females is 
by Philip Massinger in his The Renegado (1624) when Paulina says, "I 
will turn Turk," Gazet answers, "Most of your tribe do when they begin 
in whore".^ 
Rana Kabbani while writing about the common traits of 
Elizabethen plays analyses the representation of Turks in these literary 
pieces: 
The Saracen, the Turk, ... were key 
villains in the drama of the period, crudely 
depicted as such by lesser playwrights, 
but drawn with more subtle gradations 
by a Marlowe or a Shakespeare. Although 
Shakespeare 'whitewashes' Othello by 
making him a servant of the Venetian 
state, a soldier fighting for a Christian 
power, and most importantly, a killer of 
Turks...^ 
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As one moves on to the Restoration period one finds fewer 
allusions to Oriental characters. But Dryden's Don Sebastian (1698) is 
an important illustration in point. Dryden uses the Battle of Alcazar 
which was fought in Morocco in 1578 for the historical background of 
the play. Here again we encounter the conventional character of Muslim 
moneirch, Muley Moluch, who is tyrannical and lecherous and the 
conventional female Oriental beauty, Morayma who forsakes her religion 
for her Christian lover, Antonio. Commenting upon Dryden's setting of 
the play and his treatment of the Oriental characters Naji B. Oueijan 
says: 
His references to Eastern settings and 
costumes are fairly accurate; but his 
presentation of the Oriental characters 
and their customs is, as the tradition of 
Q 
the time dictated, a disparaging one. 
And a little later on, Oueijan analyses the Mufti's character : 
The most derogatory allusions to Islam 
are embodied in the Mufti's character, 
the highest authority among the Muslim 
sheikhs. He is portrayed as cruel, sensual 
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and disloyal to his own religion and 
emperor; furthermore, he is made the most 
comic character in the play. The Mufti's 
character, Dryden knew, would entertain 
an audience that looked upon Islam as a 
false doctrine. Dryden also knew that his 
audience would be drawn to the 
exotic; this taste he panders to in the 
Eastern settings and costumes.... Such 
Islamic settings were made famous in 
the West by most western travellers to 
the East.' 
The growing trade and diplomatic links with Ottoman Empire 
paved the way for Western travellers to explore the mysterious and the 
exotic Orient and to write intriguing stories about it. It enabled them to 
have a closer look at the Orient. This vogue for travel literature reached 
its zenith between the years 1775-1825.'° 
Some of the well known English travellers of this period are Lady 
Mary Wortley Montagu, Richard Pococke, Lord Baltimore, Charles 
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Thomson, Elizabeth Lady Croven, Rev. James Dallaway and Richard 
Chandler. 
Miss Irby , one of the women English travellers, provides the 
following account of the Oriental woman: 
To the Mussalman, a woman was an 
inferior being, a chattel, to be bought 
and sold, kept subdued behind the 
screens of the women's quarters, or if 
produced in public to be hidden behind 
the draperies of the litter, or muffled and 
secreted in long shapeless robes, face 
covered by veil; the property of the 
man as was his dog, his servant, his 
horse , to wait on his pleasure, to sleep 
at his feet: yet withal, if the husband be 
rich , to be cosseted and adored with 
jewels and fed with sweetmeats, to spend 
days in idleness and chatter,'' 
In contrast to Miss Irby's are the observations made by Lady 
Montagu. Her letters are informative and they give an accurate account 
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of the Oriental life. She asserts: "The Turkish ladies have at least as 
much wit and civility, nay, liberty, as ladies amongst us". She also 
seeks to remove certain misconceptions regarding the exclusion of 
women from Paradise: 
Tis certainly false, though commonly 
believed in our parts of the world, that 
Mohammed excludes women from any 
share in a ftiture happy state. He was too 
much a gentleman and loved the fair sex 
too well to use them so barbarously. On 
the contrary he promises a very fine 
paradise to the Turkish women.'^. 
Johnson's Rasselas (1759) is another remarkable work concerning 
the Orient. Here we encounter an Orient which is inhabited by the real 
people of flesh and blood with their dreams and aspirations. They are 
neither inhuman nor monstrous. So doing Johnson parted way with his 
predecessors and brought about radical changes in Western perception 
about the Orient. His Orient has genuine customs and culture and his 
characters are humane, generous and capable of rational thinking and 
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good behaviour. Johnson was particularly impressed by Oriental custom 
of hospitality and he reiterates this point several times in the narrative. 
... the Arab, according to the custom of his 
nation, observed the laws of hospitality 
with great exactness to those who put 
themselves into his power.''* 
The tradition of Johnson was kept up by William Beckford in his 
remarkable work about the Orient, The History of the Caliph Vathek 
(1786). This work further boosted the urge to know the exotic Orient. 
Beckford's efforts are greatly praised by The Gentleman's Magazine and 
it recommends Vathek "to every class of our readers; for the morality of 
design and the excellence of the execution, entitle it to universal 
attention".'^ 
This chronological survey of the Oriental characters in the English 
literary history demonstrates the following points. It shows that there 
has been steady portrayal of certain stereotyped image of the Orientals, 
their culture and their religious and social life. The picture that emerges 
is highly conventionalized — that of morally depraved, fanatical and 
intellectually unenlightened beings who indulge in war, luxury, sexual 
licentiousness and are opposed to progress. 
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This, was the tradition of Oriental characters when the Romantics 
emerged on the Hterary scene. The Romantics with their better 
understanding, broader outlook and deeper knowledge tried to represent 
the Oriental characters in a more sympathetic and subtler vein. This 
chapter aims at studying Moore's treatment of his Oriental characters 
and how far he succeeds in breaking away the stereotype. 
In Moore's Lalla Rookh we meet three Oriental characters in the 
prose frame of the narrative. These three characters are Lalla Rookh, the 
princess, Feramorz the poet and Fadladeen the Chamberlain of the 
harem. Moore draws Fadladeen's character in a highly satirical vein and 
he seems to be the butt of Moore's ridicule. He is fickle, inconstant and 
above all hypocritical. Moore sums up Fadladeen's philosophy which is 
said to be founded upon a line of Sadi: "Should the prince at noonday 
say 'it is night,' declare that you behold the moon and stars" (LR p.51 
Fadladeen passes judgements in the light of his faith. Moore ridicules 
him for being narrow-minded as he "could never make up his mind as to 
the merits of a poet till he knew the religious sect to which he 
belonged"(LR p.53). He condemned Feramorz as a poet and doubted his 
zeal for religion until he discovered the young poet was the king of 
Bucharia, a discovery which blew away his doubts like a morning mist, 
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and he took to effusive and "disinterested" praise of the young monarch 
as poet and religious saint. He is the "judge of everything, — from the 
pencilling of a Circassian's eyelids to the deepest questions of science 
and literature; from the mixture of a conserve of rose-leaves to the 
composition of an epic poem .... And his zeal for religion... was about as 
disinterested as that of the goldsmith who fell in love with the diamond 
eyes of the idol of Jaghemaut" (LR p.5). In Fadladeen's criticism of the 
tales told by Feramorz, Moore anticipates the remarks of reviewers, who 
were apt to carping in the manner of Fadladeen. 
In the prose interludes in the narrative the readers are told that 
Fadladeen entertains himself "by putting to death some hundreds of 
those little unfortunate lizards". In the footnote Moore informs us that 
"The Turks kill it, for they imagine that by declining the head, it mimics 
them when they say their prayers".'^ This fallacy is simply a fabrication 
on Moore's part and there is no Islamic basis for it. Fadladeen is Moore's 
Oriental stereotype who is intolerant and foolish besides being 
"tyrannical, fanatical, philistine and opportunist". 
Moving on to the character of Feramorz, a Muslim poet, curiously 
enough, he is always found taking side with the non-believers. In "The 
Fire Worshippers" he fiercely condemns the Arabs who conquered Persia 
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and eroded the culture of Iran. The narrator, though a supposedly devout 
Muslim, expresses his incapacity to detach himself from the story he is 
telling. His preference is indicated in his telling that: 
It was impossible ... not to feel interested 
in many glorious but unsuccessful 
struggles which had been made by these 
original natives of Persia to cast off 
the yoke of their bigoted conquerors. 
(LEp.154) 
He is the "self accusing Muslim condemning his own religion" but his 
"censorious attitude towards Islam soon changes; in effect he gives his 
allegiance to Islam as soon as his task as a story teller is over".'^ 
The princess Lalla Rookh is described as "more beautifial than 
Leila, Shirine, Dewilde, or any of those heroines whose names and loves 
embellish the songs of Persia and Hindostan" (LR p.2). She is a kind-
hearted young woman who "sent a considerable present to the Fakirs" 
before embarking on the journey and her father "hung a Camelian of 
Yemen around her neck, on which was inscribed a verse from the Koran" 
for her safe journey. This is a Muslim custom and Moore shows his 
awareness of it. 
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As to the Oriental characters portrayed in the four verse tales, we 
find these characters more vivid, humane and well-conceptualized. The 
first tale "The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan" revolves round the despotic 
character of Al-Mokanna, Mokanna in Arabic means someone "veiled". 
Moore took the character of Mokanna from Islamic history. He was a 
Persian heretic and was so named because of his wearing a silver veil to 
hide his deformities.^^ Moore's Mokanna made his followers believe that 
the veil he wears is needed to protect his subjects from the dazzling 
brilliance of his countenance. This is how Moore introduces him to his 
readers: 
There on that throne, to which the blind belief 
Of millions rais'dhim, sat the Prophet-Chief 
The Great Mokanna. O'er his features hung 
^ ^fhrVelTTthe^ilver Veil, which he had flung 
In mercy there, to hide from mortal sight 
His dazzling brow, till man could bear its light 
(LR,VPK7-12). 
Significantly enough, it is the blind belief of his followers which 
has raised him to this reverential position. He is manipulative and has 
power of mystification by which he can rule over his people. His 
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dazzling outer countenance and impressiveness is a disguise for a ghastly 
reality: 
Upon that mocking fiend, whose Veil, now raised, 
Show'd them, as in death's agony they gazed, 
Not the long-promised light, the brow, whose beaming 
Was to come forth, all conquering, all redeeming, 
But features horribler than hell e'er traced 
On its own brood; — no demon of the waste, 
No churchyard ghole, caught lingering in the light 
Of the bless'd sun, e'er blasted human sight 
With lineaments so foul, so fierce, as those 
Th' imposter now, in grinning mockery, shows : 
(LR,VPK 1930-1939) 
Attacks on Oriental despotism appear in the writings of Landor 
and Southey but Moore's treatment of Mokanna's despotism opens new 
vistas into the meaning of tyranny. Mokanna emerges as the most 
ambiguous character and this saves him from being a simple Oriental 
despot. This ambiguity is maintained throughout by his own enigmatical 
approach towards the very powers which he seeks to mystify and 
destroy. Like the conventional image of the Turkish harem, Mokanna's 
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harem also boasts of selected "flowers" from all over the Oriental lands. 
Mokanna's harem indeed is part of the convention which Moore follows. 
Besides reflecting Mokanna's character and his harem life it gives Moore 
a chance to dwell on Oriental luxury and show his knowledge of the 
exotic places in the Orient: 
From those who kneel at Brahma's burning founts, 
To the fresh nymphs bounding o'er Yemen's mounts; 
From Persia's eyes of full and fawn-like ray, 
To the small, half-shut glances of Kathay; 
And Georgia's bloom, and Azab's darker smiles. 
And the gold ringlets of the Western Isles, — 
All, all are there; each land its flower hath given, 
To form that fair young Nursery for Heaven! 
(LE, VPK 55-62) 
Throughout the tale Mokanna is shown speaking endlessly on 
religion, whether the one he preaches to his followers or the one others 
believe in. His most powerful speech in this context is the one in which 
he rails sarcastically at the followers of various creeds, including Islam. 
This speech contains some profound observations on religion in general. 
Coming from the mouth of an impostor it sounds incongruous but its 
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validity cannot be dismissed on this count alone. Mokanna starts by 
satirizing Islam; next he exposes priest craft, and then in the self-
accusing manner of Voltaire's Muhammed he derides his own religion 
and its credulous followers: 
Ye, too, believers of incredible creeds, 
Whose faith enshrines the monsters which it breeds; 
Who , bolder even than Nemrod, think to rise. 
By nonsense heap'd on nonsense to the skies. 
Ye shall have the miracles, aye, sound ones too. 
Seen, heard, attested, everything — but true. 
Your preaching zealots, too inspired to seek 
One grace of meaning for the things they speak; 
Your martyrs, ready to shed out their blood, 
For truths too heavenly to be understood; 
And your state priests, sole venders of the lore 
That works salvation, — as on Ava's shore 
Where none but priests are privileged to trade 
In the best marble of which gods are made ; — 
They shall have mysteries, — aye, precious stuff 
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For knaves to thrive by,— mysteries enough 
A heaven, too, ye must have, ye lords of dust, — 
A splendid paradise, — pure souls, ye must: 
That Prophet ill sustains his holy call. 
Who finds not heavens to suit the tastes of all; 
Houris for boys, omniscience for sages. 
And wings and glories for all ranks and ages. 
Vain things ! — as lust or vanity inspires, 
The heaven of each is but what each desires 
(LR, VPK 522-548) 
Mokanna's speech is an interesting mixture of rationalism and 
usual polemics directed against Islam and the Prophet Muhammad. The 
second part of his speech is an overt attack on the paradise promised by 
Prophet Muhammad to his followers. However, Mokanna's speech 
cannot be taken as an attack exclusively on Islam and the Muslims. He 
criticizes and rejects all religions on rationalistic grounds. His speech 
echoes Cythna's views on religion in Shelley's The Revolt of Islam. As 
Cythna tells her audience that religion is a mere reflection of each 
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person's desires, Mokanna argues rationally that the "heaven of each is 
but what each desires". Mokanna emerges as unique Oriental despot who 
employs religious means against religious ends. 
In view of Moore's ideas on religion Mokanna's function in the 
tale becomes two-fold. On the one hand he is a mouthpiece whereby 
Moore can show his defiance of religion in general and of Christianity in 
particular. Mokanna in this sense is an ironic analogue of the Orient and 
its role in Western literature. As he is Moore's whip to lash at the 
"incredible belief and at the same time a target of his condemnation in 
Western literary imagination. This is an attitude which has been 
prevalent throughout the history of Western literary Orientalism. 
Zelica, the heroine of this tale, is taken in by the apparent piety 
and authenticity of Mokanna's personality. On being summoned to his 
place of prayer Zelica to her horror fmds him in impious surroundings, 
drinking goblets of wine : 
Beside him, 'stead of beads and books of prayer. 
Which the world fondly thought he mused on there. 
Stood vases, filled wih Kishmee's golden wine, 
And the red weepings of the Shiraz vine; 
Of which his curtain'd lips full many a draught 
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Took zealously, as if each drop they quaff d, 
Like Zemzem's Spring of Holiness, had power 
To freshen the soul's virtues into flower! 
(LR,VPK 481-488) 
Mokanna wants to avenge his deformity by making men fight for 
the wrong cause. He considers mein as his arch- rival and competitor : 
Soon shall I plant this foot upon the neck 
Of your foul race, and without fear or check, 
Luxuriating in hate, avenge my shame, 
My deep-felt, long-nurst loathing of man's name ! 
(LR,VPK 501-504) 
Here Mokanna consciously or unconsciously is acting like Eblis, 
holding man responsible for his dilemma and failing to realize his own 
faults and follies. By avenging against mankind Mokanna indirectly 
wants to avenge against God who he thinks has sent him "thus maim'd 
and monstrous upon earth". (LR VPK 762). 
As already stated, Mokanna is a unique tyrant and not merely a 
negative figure. He has many layers to his personality and has certain 
magnificence about himself He has the power by which he can 
command blind reverence. Besides, he also possesses undaunted courage 
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and agility. Before embarking on the war against Caliph Mahadi, 
Mokanna takes oath : "To conquer or to perish" (LR. VPK 1441). This 
shows that Mokanna is just not a simple hard core megalomaniac but 
possesses that rare quality of do or die, although for a wrong cause. 
Mokanna's prowess and intrepidity are a source of inspiration to his 
followers hence they readily lay down lives for his cause. 
Finally when Mokanna realizes that the victory will not be his, his 
only consolation consists in massacring his followers : 
And the sole joy his baffled spirit knows 
In this forced flight is — murdering as he goes ! 
As a grim tiger, whom the torrents' might 
Surprises in some parch'd ravine at night. 
Turns, even in drowning, on the wretched flocks 
Swept with him in that snow- flood from the rocks. 
And, to the last, devouring on his way, 
Bloodies the stream he hath not power to stay ! 
(LR,VPK 1554-1561) 
Even at this hour of defeat Mokanna is no weakling but a "grim tiger". 
Mokanna's affectation does not allow him to succumb to a simple death 
and with a definite plan of continuing his imposture, he commits suicide 
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by jumping into a liquid flame so that no remains of his body are left and 
his votaries may keep on believing that he had only mysteriously 
disappeared to come again : 
"For me ~ I too must die ; but not like these 
Vile, rankling things, to fester in the breeze, ~ 
To have this brow in ruffian triumph shown, 
With all death's grimness added to its own , 
And rot to dust beneath the taunting eyes 
Of slaves, exclaiming, 'There his Godship lies !' --
No ; cursed race, ~ since first my soul drew breath, 
They've been my dupes, and shall be, even in death. 
Thou see'st yon cistern in the shade, —'tis fill'd 
With burning drugs , for this last hour distill'd; 
There will I plunge me in that liquid flame,— 
Fit bath to lave a dying prophet's frame ! ~ 
There perish, all, - ere pulse of thine shall fail, ~ 
Nor leave one limb to tell mankind the tale. 
So shall my votaries, wheresoe'er they rave, 
Proclaim that Heaven took back the saint it gave; 
That I've but vanish'd from this earth awhile, 
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To come again with bright unshrouded smile! 
(LR,VPK 1965-1982) 
In contrast to Mokanna is the character of Azim who may be 
regarded as the hero of "The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan". He is a 
young Muslim officer who has enlisted himself in Mokanna's revolution. 
Moore, like Southey, Shelley and Byron idealizes the West or Greece in 
his poetry. He reiterates the redemptive strategy in which the superior 
West salvages or redeems the inferior Orient. In the tale Azim appears as 
a patriotic figure who rebels against the despotic forces of oppression 
and falsehood only because Greece had kindled in his heart a love for 
liberty : 
Though few his years, the west already knows 
Young Azim's fame; beyound th' Olympian snows, 
Ere manhood darken'd o'er his downy cheek, 
O'erwhelm'd in fight, and captive to the Greek, 
He linger'd there, till peace dissolved his chains; ~ 
Oh! who could, e'en in bondage, tread the plains 
Of glorious Greece, nor feel his spirit rise 
Kindling within him? who, with heart and eyes, 
Could walk where Liberty had been, nor see 
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To come again with bright unshrouded smile! 
(LS,VPK 1965-1982) 
In contrast to Mokanna is the character of Azim who may be 
regarded as the hero of "The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan". He is a 
young Muslim officer who has enlisted himself in Mokanna's revolution. 
Moore, like Southey, Shelley and Byron idealizes the West or Greece in 
his poetry. He reiterates the redemptive strategy in which the superior 
West salvages or redeems the inferior Orient. In the tale Azim appears as 
a patriotic figure who rebels against the despotic forces of oppression 
and falsehood only because Greece had kindled in his heart a love for 
liberty : 
Though few his years, the west already knows 
Young Azim's fame; beyound th' Olympian snows. 
Ere manhood darken'd o'er his downy cheek, 
O'erwhelm'd in fight, and captive to the Greek, 
He linger'd there, till peace dissolved his chains; ~ 
Oh! who could, e'en in bondage, tread the plains 
Of glorious Greece, nor feel his spirit rise 
Kindling within him? who, with heart and eyes, 
Could walk where Liberty had been, nor see 
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The shining footprints of her Diety, 
Nor feel those god - like breathings in the air, 
Which mutely told her spirit had been there ? 
(LE, VPK 83-94) 
In Byron' s The Bride of Abydos Selim rebels against his ruthless 
and authoritarian uncle because he has inherited a love for freedom from 
his Greek mother. This quality of his redeems him from his imperfect 
Turkish upbringing. Giaffir condemns him as the son of an unbelieving 
01 
mother, as a "Greek in soul if not in breed". 
Moore gives a vivid description of Azim's dress and describes him 
as a smart young warrior who has come to join Mokanna's creed : 
Yon warrior youth, advancing from the crowd. 
With silver bow, with belt of broider'd crape. 
And ftir bound bonnet of Bucharian shape, 
So fiercely beautiftil in form and eye, 
Like war's wild planet in a summer sky, ~ 
That youth to day ~ a proselyte worth hordes 
Of cooler spirits and less practised swords ~ 
Is come to join, all bravery and belief, 
The creed and standard of the heaven - sent chief. 
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(LR, VPK 74-82) 
Mokanna considers Azim as too virtuous and thus unfit to execute 
his evil designs. He decides to corrupt him through the display of dance 
and music by the youthful beauties and thus exposing him to the luxuries 
of his harem. For this he chooses Zelica, the priestess of his harem. The 
venue selected for this is part of the despot's earthly paradise. But Azim 
possesses a strong character and these earthly temptations only serve to 
strengthen his longing for Zelica. 
Azim, like Southey's Thalaba, is fired by undaunted courage and 
faith. Azim has full confidence in himself and he knows that his pure 
soul will not succumb to any sort of temptation : 
He thinks me weak, ~ this glare of luxury 
Is but to tempt, to try the eaglet gaze 
Of my young soul; ~ shine on,'twill stand the blaze ! 
(LR, VPK 917-919) 
The beauties of Mokanna's harem fail to evoke "unholy" desires 
in his heart. Azim's steadfastness towards Zelica and his virtue enable 
him to discern Mokanna's plan : 
"Poor maiden!" thought the youth, "if thou wert sent, 
With thy soft lute and beauty's blandishment 
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To wake unholy wishes in this heart. 
Or tempt its truth, thou little know'st the art; 
For though thy lips should sweetly counsel wrong. 
Those vestal eyes would disavow its song. 
(LR,VPK 1031-1036) 
Azim, now aware of Mokanna's imposture, joins the forces of the 
Muslim Caliph Mahdi and attacks his harem. Azim is portrayed as a true 
warrior; he is fearless, bold and daring. It is his sheer faith in Islam and 
his courage that he is able to defeat the despotic Mokanna : 
A warrior (like those angel youths, who led, 
In glorious panoply of heaven's own mail. 
The Champions of Faith through Beder's vale). 
Bold as if gifted with ten thousand lives, 
Turns on the fierce pursers' blades, and drives 
At once the multitudinous torrent back. 
While hope and courage kindle in his track. 
And, at each step, his bloody falchion makes 
Terrible vistas through which victory breaks! 
(LR,VPK 1518-1526) 
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Zelica is the heroine of the first tale i.e. "The Veiled Prophet of 
Khorassan". In her passivity and feminine charms she may be compared 
to Byron's heroines of the "Turkish Tales" — Leila and Zuleika. She is 
an Oriental woman who is beautiful, intelligent but passive. She is the 
victim who is oblivious of the environment of which she has become a 
part involuntarily. She joins Mokanna's harem not because of her 
transgression but because of her grief— she was unable to overcome the 
loss of her lover, Azim. It was unselfish religious feeling which drew her 
towards Mokarma. Even a faithful like her was taken in by the supposed 
sincerity of his. Her beauty is an asset but is also a curse for her, since it 
is the cause of her exploitation. For Mokanna she is the ideal beauty, 
'One, to make the victory sure': 
One who in every look joins every lure; 
Through whom all beauty's beams concenter'd pass. 
Dazzling and warm, as through love's burning-glass 
Whose gentle lips persuade without a word. 
Whose words, e'en when unmeaning, are adored, 
Like inarticulate breathings from a shrine. 
Which our faith takes for gremted are divine! 
(LR,VPK 621-627) 
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Mokanna wants Zelica to serve as an "enchantress" and through 
her charms corrupt Azim. It was Zelica's gullibility which landed her 
into this vicious trap of Mokanna. She was so involved in her grief that 
she failed to understand the sinister plans of Mokanna and when she 
finally got to know his real nature, it was too late. Although she is a mere 
slave to Mokanna but her innocent love for Azim enables her to thwart 
the former in his evil designs. Although she is damned, still tries to be 
faithful towards her lover : 
"Oh, not for worlds!" she cried ~ "Great God ! to whom 
I once knelt innocent, is this my doom ? 
Are all my dreams, my hopes of heavenly bliss, 
My purity, my pride, then come to this ? ~ 
To live, the wanton of a fiend ! to be 
The pander of his guilt ~ oh, infamy ! 
(LR, VPK 645 - 650) 
All that she can do is to warn Azim against Mokanna's imposture 
and to tell him of Mokanna's sinister designs. She asks for Azim's 
forgiveness and tells him that her very strength of attachment to him was 
the reason of her being cut off from him : 
... though I am lost 
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Think not that guilt, that falsehood, made me fall; 
No, no, ~ 'twas grief, 'twas madness, did it all ! 
Nay, doubt me not; though all thy love hath ceased, ~ 
(LR,VPK 1268-1271) 
Zelica's character may be studied in conjunction with that of 
Byron's Leila (The Giaour ) and Zuleika (The Bride of Abydos ). An 
important aspect of these three Oriental heroines is their passivity. As 
Oriental females they have been trained to obey and acquiesce, rather 
than to act and choose. Zelica even while knowing fully well that 
Mokanna is a fiendish personality, is unable to break away from that 
oath which binds her to him. 
In the second tale of Lalla Rookh. — "Paradise and the Peri"; 
there is no major Oriental character except for Mahmud of Gazna whom 
Moore mentions in passing. The description of Mahmud is in accordance 
with the established view of the Western writers about Oriental 
monarchs. 
Mahmud of Gazna who conquered India in eleventh century is 
described as the marauding Muslim invader who destroyed the paradisal 
beauty of India. The famous Sultan is as usual described as a cruel, 
plundering Muslim, who slays the young and innocent, and molests the 
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chaste and virtuous. All the conventional images of debauchery, cruelty, 
greed and lust are put together to present Mahmud's character in the 
following lines : 
'Tis he of Gazna; — fierce in wrath 
He comes, and India's diadems 
Lie Scatter'd in his ruinous path, — 
His bloodhounds he adorns with gems, 
Tom from the violated necks 
Of many a young and loved Sultana; 
Maidens within their pure Zenana, 
Priests in the very fane he slaughters. 
And chokes up with the glittering wrecks 
Of golden shrines and sacred waters ! 
(LR, PAP 90-99) 
The Indian land which once boasted of "rivulets" which were "like 
rich brides,/ Lovely with gold beneath their tides" (LR, PAP 76-77) 
owing to the fierce attacks of Mahmud "Crimson now her rivers ran / 
with human blood, —the smell of death" (LE, PAP 80-81). Mahmud has 
ruined this paradisal land. 
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In "The Fire Worshippers" Moore introduces another Oiental 
tyrant, Al-Hassan. He is not presented before the readers directly but his 
personality is reflected by the effects of his tyranny on the people and the 
land which he invades. His power and tyranny have condemned a whole 
nation to suffering and degradation. The Western writers have always 
emphasized the religious intolerance and political ambitions of Muslim 
rulers. Al-Hassan's indifference and cruelty reminds one of the atrocities 
associated with the Turkish rulers in the Elizabethan drama.The apathy 
of the heartless Muslim conqueror is condemned thus : 
Even he , that tyrant Arab, sleeps 
Calm ,while a nation round him weeps; 
While curses load the air he breathes. 
And falchions from unnumber'd sheaths 
Are starting to avenge the shame 
His race hath brought on Iran's name. 
Hard, heartless Chief, unmoved alike 
'Mid eyes that weep, and swords that strike; — 
One of that saintly, murderous brood, 
To carnage and the Koran given. 
Who think through unbelievers' blood 
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Lies their directest path to heaven, — 
One who will pause and kneel unshod 
In the warm blood his hand hath pour'd, 
To mutter o'er some text of God 
Engraven on his reeking sword; 
Nay, who can coolly note the line, 
The letter of those words divine. 
To which his blade, with searching art. 
Had sunk into its victim's heart! 
(LR, FW 20-39) 
In the above passage there are unmistakable echoes of the opening 
chorus of Shelley's Hellas. Mahmud, the Turkish tyrant, sleeps while the 
Greek slaves groan under his yoke, constantly hurling curses upon him. 
Here Al-Hassan, the Muslim emir, intoxicated with his power, slumbers 
in the luxury of his dome while a nation around him cries in agony, 
deprived of their homeland. True to the literary Oriental tradition Hassan 
is projected as tyrannical and heartless while Islam as a fanatical and 
criminal creed. 
Through this Moore wants to convey that military invasion 
involves much more than mere acquisition of land. It means the 
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destruction of an entire culture and both social and religious life. Al-
Hassan's hard- heartedness is ascribed to his religious fanaticism, which 
teaches him that killing in the name of religion is a holy act, Moore 
betrays his prejudice in his depiction of Islam and his disapproval of 
Islam's sanction of conquest. 
Hassan and his men are described by Moore as 'murderous brood' 
and their religiosity makes them all the more fierce and despicable in 
their holy killings. They regard their invasion of Iran as sacred and 
justified by the Quran. They believe that "through unbelievers' blood/lies 
their directest path to heaven". Moore regards this spiritual ecstasy found 
in holy killing as perverted. But the most interesting observation which 
Moore hints at in the very next passage is that Al-Hassan and his likes 
have distorted the teachings of Quran, and that Allah will pass His 
judgement against them: 
Just Alia ! what must be thy look, 
When such a wretch before Thee stands 
Unblushing, with thy Sacred Book,— 
Turning the leaves with blood stain'd hands, 
And wresting from its page sublime 
His creed of lust and hate and crime? 
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Even as those bees of Trebizond, 
Which from the sunniest flowers that glad 
With their pure smile the gardens round, 
Drew venom forth that drives men mad! 
( I ^ , FW 40-49) 
Although Al-Hassan is a tyrant but he is not devoid of human 
feelings. Moore gives a detailed picture of his family life and of his 
warm relationship which he shares with his daughter, Hinda. He is very 
much concerned about her welfare : 
But ha ! — she sinks — that look so wild ~ 
Those livid lips — my child, my child, 
This life of blood befits not thee. 
And thou must back to Araby, 
Ne'er had I risk'd thy timid sex 
In scenes that man himself might dread, 
(LR, FW 900-905) 
Shelley's tyrants are such that they do not even possess finer 
human emotions. In Shelley's Revolt of Islam , for example, the Sultan is 
an absolute tyrant. Byron and Moore study in broader perspective the 
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meaning of tyranny. In Byron's The Bride of Abydos , Giaffir, although 
an imposing tyrant, is a tender - hearted father. 
In the beginning of "The Fire Worshippers" Hinda is all praise for 
her father. Unaware of the fact that Hafed is a fire worshipper, she tells 
him that her father respects and loves brave people and so he must not 
worry: 
Thou imow'st him not, — he loves the brave. 
Nor lives there under heaven's expanse 
One who would prize, would worship thee. 
And thy bold spirit, more than he 
(LR, FW 330-333) 
Later on, in the poem Al-Hassan again receives some harsh 
remarks. A person from Hafed's group betrayed the secret of his glen 
and this is the reason of an unusual smile on his face. His smile spells 
doom : 
'Tis the eighth mom ~ A! Hassan's brow 
Is brighten'd with unusual joy, ~ 
What mighty mischief glads him now, 
Who never smiles but to destroy? 
(LR,FW 861-864) 
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The Muslim Emir Al-Hassan is a tyrant and such typical characters 
abound in the Western literary Orientalism. He is a bigot but a loving 
father as well and this is his redeeming quality. 
Hinda, the beautiful daughter of Al-Hassan has been brought up 
by him in a cloistered way but significantly enough, she has been left to 
bloom naturally. She is an unadulterated and miraculous product of her 
"ungentle race": 
'Tis she, that Emir's blooming child. 
All truth and tenderness and grace, 
Though bom of such ungentle race, — 
An image of Youth's fairy Fountain 
Springing in a desolate mountain ! 
(LR,FW 87-91) 
Nature manifests itself with all its charms in her pure and gentle 
deportment. She is good and pure at heart because of her rearing in 
isolation in the lap of nature : 
Oh, what a pure and sacred thing 
Is beauty, curtain'd from the sight 
Of the gross world, illumining 
One only mansion with her light! 
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Unseen by man's disturbing eye, — 
The flower that blooms beneath the sea, 
Too deep for sunbeams, doth not lie 
Hid in more chaste obscurity! 
So, Hinda, have thy face and mind, 
Like holy mysteries, lain enshrined. 
(LR,FW 92-101) 
Hinda has been reared in complete isolation, she is like an 
untrodden path, a mystery to be explored. In this passage Hinda's virgin 
charm has been given a special emphasis. Her beauty is comparable to a 
precious treasure. 
This isolation and freedom makes her fall in love with Hafed, a 
Gheber, whom her society and religion declare as a mortal enemy. Love 
evokes in her feelings which hitherto had been unknown to her — now 
she can understand and share the plight of every Fire -worshipper : 
Brave, suffering souls ! they little knew 
How many a tear their injuries drew 
From one meek maid, one gentle foe. 
Whom Love first touch'd with other's woe, — 
(LR,FW780-787) 
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When Hafed's reality dawns upon Hinda she comes to realize that 
he belongs to the opposite camp, then it is she who recants her former 
views about the Ghebers. Hafed, on the other hand, does not change his 
views of the Arabs at all and stands strongly for the cause of his land. 
Hinda abandons her beliefs, her faith and her father the moment she 
develops love for Hafed and commits herself totally to the all-consuming 
passion of love : 
Yes — Alia, dreadful Alia ! yes, — 
If there be wrong, be crime in this. 
Let the black waves, that round us roll. 
Whelm me this instant, ere my soul. 
Forgetting faith, home, father, - all,-
Before its earthly idol fall, 
Nor worship even Thyself above him. 
For, oh! so wildly do I love him 
Thy paradise itself were dim 
And joyless, if not shared with him ! 
(LR,FW 1041-1050) 
These words uttered in a fit of passion besides reflecting Hinda's 
undying love for Hafed, point to her rebellious nature. She represents the 
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uninhibited Oriental female who revolts against her social norms and is 
vocal about her preferences. But on the other hand, she is the stereotype 
female who is trecherous to her faith : 
In being treacherous to her faith Hinda 
resembles the Oriental females in The 
Songs of Geste , Massinger's Donusa and 
Dryden's Morayma. One is reminded here 
of Gulnare in Byron's Corsair who betrays 
her husband in eloping with Conrad but 
does not abandon her faith in Islam. 
Hinda's is a multi-layered personality. In a moment of passion she 
is ready to forsake her faith but in reality she is a God-fearing woman. 
She asks for Allah's forgiveness for her blasphemous utterances : 
... "Forgive me, God ! 
Forgive me !" shriek'd the maid, and knelt 
Trembling all over, ~ for she felt 
As if her judgement-hour was near 
(LR,FW 1078-1081) 
Hinda is a very impulsive character. She loves her father very 
dearly and prays "Heave'n but spar'd the sire she loved". On the other 
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hand, when she comes to know that Hafed has been cheated and his glen 
will be attacked by her father then she reproaches Hafed to fly from his 
hideout to a safer place, where she is ready to kneel "at any God's 
shrine" : 
Where we may weep our faults away 
Together kneeling, night and day, — 
Thou, for my sake, at Allah's shrine, 
And I — at any God's for thine ! 
(LR,FW 1708-1711) 
The next moment she regrets her unseemly behaviour : 
Wildly these passionate words she spoke. 
Then hung her head, and wept for shame 
(LR,FW 1712-1713) 
In the fourth tale "The Light of the Harem" we come accross the 
Oriental Prince Selim and his wife Nourmahal. Like other Oriental 
beauties Nourmahal is the personification of charm and youthfulness and 
in her playfulness she resembles a Peri : 
Yet playful as Peris just loosed from their cages. 
While her laugh, full of life, without any control 
But the sweet one of gracefulness, rung from her soul; 
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And where it most sparkled no glance could discover, 
In lip, cheek, or eyes, for she brighten'd all over, — 
Like any fair lake that the breeze is upon. 
When it breaks into dimples and laughs in the sun. 
Such, such were the peerless enchantments that gave 
Nourmahal the proud Lord of the East for her slave 
(LR,LH 155-163) 
Selim sees no charm in the beauties round him when his beloved 
Nourmahal is not with him : 
What is it to the nightingale, 
If there his darling rose is not ? 
(LR, LH 243-244) 
His joy consists in the company of his beloved wife : 
...--one smile of hers 
Is worth a world of worshippers. 
They but the star's adorers are. 
She is the heaven that lights the star ! 
(LR,LH 247-250) 
Moore gives a vivid description of finits and exquisite wines being 
laid down for Selim. To lessen the trauma of being separated from his 
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beloved, Selim is seen drinking wine unabashedly like a traditional 
Arabian Nights Sultan: 
And amply Selim quaffs of each, 
And seems resolved the floods shall reach 
His inward heart, — shedding around 
A genial deluge, as they run, 
That soon shall leave no spot undrown'd. 
For Love to rest his wings upon. 
(LE, LH 582-587) 
A similar scene features in Byron's The Corsair where Syed is 
shown surrounded by his "bearded chiefs", enjoying dance and music 
while drinking the "forbidden draughts". 
High in his hall reclines the turbaned Syed; 
Around — the bearded chiefs he came to lead. 
Removed the banquet, and the last pilaff— 
Forbidden draughts, 'tis said, he dared to quaff, 
Though to rest the sober berrry's juice 
The slaves bear round for rigid Moslem's use; 
The long chibouque's dissolving cloud supply, 
While dance the Almas to wild minstrelsy.^^ 
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In The Loves of the Angels Moore depicts the love of celestial 
angels with earthly women. In order to exonerate himself from the 
charges of blasphemy he turns his angels into "good Mohammetans". 
He relied heavily on D'Herbelot's Bibliotheque Orientale for the 
purpose of turning the poor "Angels" into "Turks". Here Moore shows 
his inability to understand the point that angels in Islam are neither 
Muslims nor non- Muslims and their duty is to obey and praise God. 
In The Loves of the Angels there are no Oriental characters. The 
three terrestial women with whom the angels fall in love are not Oriental 
even in their names — they are named as Lea, Lillis and Nama. 
In his shorter poem "From Abdallah in London, to Mohassan, in 
Ispahan" Moore introduces a fictitious gentleman from the East reporting 
his observations to the home land. Here in his characterization Moore 
adopts the inflated style of the Persian poets. The rendering in English 
gives it a comic touch : 
Whilst thou, Mohassan, (happy thou!) 
Dost daily bend thy loyal brow 
Before our kind our Asia's treasure ! 
Nutmeg of comfort; Rose of Pleasure !^ ^ 
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To conclude. Oriental characters are viewed in a broader 
perspective and they receive a more sympathetic and tolerant treatment at 
the hands of Thomas Moore. His characters are not merely supernatural 
beings living in a world of magic and fantasies, rather they are people of 
flesh and blood. Yet at certain places Moore is unable to rise above the 
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With the growing availability of travel literature and the 
translation of major Oriental works the Romantics reflect an increased 
understanding of the Orient. Islam was no longer a threat for the 
Christian world and thus the writers begin to show a marked effort for 
more accuracy and more understanding although the old prejudices had 
not died down completely. 
The most striking feature of Moore's Orientalism is that it is 
extensive and wide ranging in terms of its landscape, similes, characters 
and flora and fauna. Moore's Lalla Rookh is a compendium of Oriental 
material and is next only to Beckford's Vathek in terms of its thorough 
Oriental content and context. The Oriental element in Moore's works is 
much more extensive as compared to Johnson's Irene and Rasselas. All 
of the characters in Lalla Rookh are Orientals except a few. 
There is no denying the fact that Moore had financial 
considerations in mind while writing his Oriental works but in this study 
we have tried to throw some light on the extensive Oriental knowledge 
which Moore put to use in writing his works especially in Lalla Rookh. 
Moore's familiarity with the Orient was based on his extensive reading 
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about the Orient and the Orientals. He gleaned information about 
Oriental culture, beliefs and customs from more than eighty works 
dealing with the Orient. 
His Oriental reading was the main source for his Oriental poems, 
and he drew on it for his poetry throughout his career. He succeeded 
brilliantly in Lalla Rookh and in other shorter poems, odes and 
"Ghazals" but failed miserably in The Loves of the Angels. In The Loves 
of the Angels he used Orientalism as a crude pretext for escaping public 
criticism. Nonetheless, his approach towards his Oriental material is not 
casual, he is very much conscious about authentic, accurate information. 
Unlike Southey, Moore, had genuine interest in and sympathy for the 
Orientals. Moore's Bibliography of Oriental reading in the Appendix is 
reflective of his vast knowledge about the Orient. Moore was a very 
well-read man and his Orientalism is, on the whole, genuine. He 
authenticates his Oriental allusions by giving annotations. The Notes are 
explanatory in nature and they elucidate Oriental images and legends. 
Moore used the Orient as a medium for expressing his deep-rooted 
ideas on liberty and his concern for the Irish cause. His Orientalism is an 
articulation of his socio-political, cultural and personal concerns. He 
employed it as a pretext for exploring a wide range of socio-political 
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issues—be it about love or freedom. In Lalla Rookh. Fadladeen the 
chamberlain of the harem supplies comic relief in the narrative but he 
performs another role as well, of a censor and a critic—^he gives an 
alternative perspective of things in general. Some readers hold the view 
that he is Francis Jeffery in disguise. 
The Orient had a great charm for the Romantics for its exoticism 
and all the major Romantic writers exploited this element in their poetry. 
Moore's Orientalism gave impetus to the already prevalent vogue for 
Orientalism in English literature. In his Oriental works Moore gave a 
vivid impression of the mysterious and the wondrous Orient. Moore's 
attention to and eye for details of Oriental dress, landscape and 
atmosphere deserve appreciation. The element of feasting and 
gorgeousness associated with the Orient is blended effortlessly. Moore 
was greatly drawn towards the exotic element of the Orient—^the 
description of the journey of Lalla Rookh from Delhi to Cashmere has an 
exotic quality which is awe inspiring and gorgeous. 
However, Moore tends to make an excessive and lavish use of the 
Oriental picturesque for which he was severely criticised by 
contemporary critics, especially literary periodicals of the day. 
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Moore displays wider sympathies in portraying his Oriental 
characters. They are human with their vices and virtues, in short they are 
individuals of flesh and blood. Certain stereotyped images of Muslim 
emperors or rulers recur in Moore's works as well. The Emir, Al-Hassan 
(LR, FW) is shown as cruel and tyrannical and Mahmud of Gazna is also 
depicted as a tyrant. Although Moore had nothing against Islam or 
Muslims but some polemical stories about Prophet Muhammad have 
crept into his poetry. Prophet Muhammad is alluded to as an impostor, a 
magician and a sensualist. 
Inspite of some limitations and shortcomings Moore's Oriental 
works do have merits which deserve attention. The present study marks a 
modest effort in this direction. 
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APPENDIX 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THOMAS MOORE'S 
ORIENTAL READING 
This bibliography lists works on the Orient, which Moore used for 
providing notes to his Lalla Rookh , The Love of the Angles and his 
other poems with the Oriental content and context. 
Barrow, John Voyage to Cochin and China in the years 1792 and 
1793 (London, 1806). 
Belzoni, G. Voyages on Egypt. 2 vols (Paris, 1821). 
Bey, Ali His Travels in Morocco. Egypt. Arabia. Syria etc. 2 vols. 
(London, 1816). 
Bruce, James Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile. 8 vols 
(Edinburgh, 1805) 
Burder, S. Oriental Customs. 2 vols (London, 1807). 
Castellan, A. Louis Moeurs. usages, costumes des Othomans. 6 vols. 
(Paris, 1811). 
Champion, Joseph The poems of Ferdosi (London, 1788). 
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Chardlin, J. Voyages en Perse et autres lieux V Orient par Langles. 10 
vols. (Paris, 1811). 
Chishull, E. Antiquitates Asiaticae (London, 1728). 
Dallaway, James Constantinople. Ancient and Modem (London. 
1797). 
Dow, Alexander History of Hindostan: translated from the Persian. 3 
vols. (1812). 
Elphinstone, M. An Account of the Kingdom of Caubul (London. 
1815). 
Forster, C. Mahometanism Unveiled. 2 vols. (London, 1829). 
Francklin, William Observations Made on a Tour from Bengal to 
Persia (London. 1805). 
Fryer, J. A New Account of the East India and Persia or Nine Years 
Travels. 1672 to 1681(London. 1698). 
Gagnier, Jean De vita, et Rebus gestis Mohammedis (Oxford. 1723). 
Gibbon, Edward The Decline and Fall of the Roman Enpire. 12 vols 
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(London 1754). 
Graham, Maria Journal of a Residence in India (Edinburgh 1812) 
Grandpre, L. de A Voyage to the Indian Ocean and to Bengal 1789-
20, tr. from French, 2 vols. (London, 1803). 
Hanway, Jones An Historical Account of the British Trade Over the 
Caspsian Sea (London. 1754). 
Haselquist, F. Voyages and Travels in the Levant. 1749-52 (London. 
1766). 
D' Herbelot, B. Bibliotheque Orientale (Maestricht. 1776) 
Hill, Aaron A Full and Just Account of the Present Sate of the 
Ottoman Empire (London, 1709). 
Jackson, James G. An Account of the Empire of Morocco 
(Philadelphia, 1810). 
Jones, Sir William Works ed. Lord Teignmouth. 13 vols. (London, 
1807). 
Keppel, G. Overland Journey from India to England. 2 vols. (London, 
1827). 
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Kinneir, J.M. A Geographical Memoir of the Persian. Empire 
(London, 1813). 
Le Bruyn, C. Voyages an Levant. 1' Asia Mireure. en perse et aux 
Indes Orientales. 5 vols. (London, 1732). 
Malcolm, Sir John. History of Persia. 2 vols. (London, 1815). 
Maundrel, Henry A Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem 1697 (Oxford. 
1749). 
Maurice, Thomas Indian Antiquities. 8 vols. (London, 1793-1800). 
Montagu, Lady Works. 5 vols. (London, 1803). 
Morier, J. Two Journeys through Persia. Armenia and Asia Minor. 
1808-16. 2 vols. (London 1812-18). 
Niebuhr, C. Voyage en et Description de 1' Arabia. 4 vols. 
(Amsterdam, 1774). 
Nott, John Select Odes from the Persian Poet. Hafez (London. 1787). 
Ockley, Simon History of the Saracens. 2 vols. (London, 1718). 
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Ouseley, Sir William Persian Miscellannies (London. 1795). 
Ouseley, Sir William (Tr.) The Oriental Geography of Ebn Haukal. 
(London, 1800). 
Parson, Abraham Travels in Asia and Africa (London, 1808). 
Pennant, Thomas The View of Hindostan (London, 1798). 
Picart, Bernard The Religious Ceremonies and Customs of 
The Serveral Nations of Known World. 7 vols, 
(Amsterdam, 1733-39) 
Pinkerton, John A General Collection of... Voyages and Thavels of 
the World. 17 vols (London, 1808-14). 
Pitts, Joseph A Faithful Account of the Religion and 
Manners of the Mahomedans (London. 1731). 
Pottinger, Henry Travels in Beloochistan and Sinde (London. 1816). 
Renel, James Memoirs of a Map of Hindoostan. or the 
Mughal Empire (London. 1793). 
Richardson, John A Dictionary. Persian. Arabic and English to which 
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is prefixed a dissertation on the languages, literature and 
manners of Eastern Nations. 2 vols. (Oxford, 1777). 
Ritchie, L. History of the Indian Empire. 2 vols. (London, 1848). 
Russel, Alexander The Natural History of Aleppo. 2 vols (London, 
1794). 
Sale, George The Koran, to which is prefixed a Preliminary Discourse 
(London, 1734). 
Savary, Nicholas Coran (le) arec la Vie de Mahomet 2 vols. 
(Amsterdam, 1785). 
Scott, Jonathan (tr) Bahar Danush. or the Garden of Knowledge.3 
vols. (Shrewsbury, 1799). 
, Ferishta. his History of Dekkan. 2 vols 
(Shrewsbury, 1794). 
, Arabian Nights. 6 vols (London, 1811). 
Shaw, Thomas Travels... in Barbary and the Levant 
(London, 1757). 
Smyth, Carmichael, Major History of the Reigning Famailv of 
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Lahore (Calcutta. 1847). 
Sonnini, C.S. Travels in Upper and Lower Egypt. 3 vols (London, 
1799). 
Weston, Stephen Moral Aphorism in Arabic and a Persian 
Commentary in verse, translated from the Originals, with 
specimen of Persian PoetryfLondon 1805). . 
Struys, John Voyages and Travels through Muscovia. 
Tartary. India and most of the Eastern vyorld 
(London, 1683). 
Symes, Michael Account of an Embassy to the Kingdom of Sind by 
the Governor- General of India in 1795 (London. 1800). 
Tavemier, Jean B, Less Six Voyages en Turquie. en Perse, et aux 
Indes. 3 vols (Paris, 1692). 
Thevenot, Jean de The Travels of Monsiur Thevenot into the Levant, 
tr. ALovell (London, 1687). 
Turner, W. Journal of a Tour in the Levant 3 vols (London, 1820). 
Valle, Pietro della Voyage dans le Turquie T Egypt les Indies 
Orientales. 8 vols (Paris, 1745). 
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Vansleb, John M. The Present State of Egypt, or Relation of a late 
Voyage into that Kingdom. (London. 1678). 
Waring, Edward S. A Tour to Sheeraz (London, 1807) 
Wilks, Mark Historical Sketches of the South of India. 3 vols 
(London, 1810-17) 
Wittman, William Travels in Turkey. Asia-Minor Syria and Across 
the Desert in Egypt. 1799-180 (London. 1803). 
Sources 
The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore (London, n.d.) 
The Letters of Thomas Moore ed. Wilfred S. Dowden 
(Oxford, 1964). 
Sale Catalogues of the Libraries of Eminent Persons: Poets and Men 
of Letters, ed. A.N.L. Munby (London, 1971). 
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